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Manual usage guidance: The first part is the software declaration including general

instructions. The second part “Quick Start” is to get started quickly. If you use the
software for the first time, you should start from the second part which includes how
to use the software such as installing and some illustrated tutorials. These tutorials
cover the features of eGPS. The second part “Quick Start” offers tutorials for the
users to get started quickly. The rest parts are detailed descriptions of each function
including the illustration of each module’s parameters and the format statements of
the input and output files.

Software Declaration
Preface

Multi-omic and evolutionary analyses have been booming recently, and interactive
figures and software are believed to be important for these studies. Moreover, cloud
computing became popular recently both in scientific research and industry, which
provided a convenient way to manage big data and acquire computation resources.
Therefore, we combine the advantages of cloud computing and desktop application,
and design highly interactive user interfaces and pipelines to bridge the gap between
multi-omic and evolutionary analyses. A number of sophisticated methods are
integrated and implemented in the eGPS 1.0 platform, which is different from the
widely used biological software.
Third-party plugins are supported and developers take all credits for contributing the
plugins. This makes it easier for the community to implement new modules and
encourages the sharing of them. A command-line eGPS 1.0 is also provided for
high-throughput and streamline analysis. The eGPS 1.0 cloud and desktop application
is freely available at http://www.egps-software.net.
eGPS 1.0 desktop application was developed in Java, so it can run across different
computer platforms. The multithread analyses are also supported, by switching
modules. The grid-computing will be implemented in the next versions.
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Copyright
This software is protected under the copyright law. No part of this manual or program
design may be reproduced without written permission from copyright holders. Please
e-mail all inquiries to lihaipeng@picb.ac.cn.
EGPS SOFTWARE LICENSE TERMS
EGPS DESKTOP APPLICATION
These license terms are an agreement between CAS-MPG Partner Institute for
Computational Biology, Shanghai Institute of Nutrition and Health (SINH), Chinese
Academy of Sciences and you. Please read them. They apply to the software named
above. By copying, downloading, or using the software, you accept these terms. If
you do not accept them, do not use the software. Instead, please delete and uninstall
the software from your computer.
SCOPE OF LICENSE. This agreement gives you rights to download, copy, and use
the eGPS software for free. SINH reserves all other rights. You may not 1) work
around any technical limitations in the software; 2) reverse engineer, decompile or
disassemble the software; 3) use the software in any way that is against the law; 4)
rent or lease the software; or 5) use the software for commercial software hosting
services.
BACKUP COPY. You may make backup copies as many as you want.
REDISTRIBUTION. You can copy the software, together with this license, to
anyone who you know or may not know.
LIMITATION ON AND EXCLUSION OF DAMAGES. SINH has no
responsibilities for any kinds of damages on your properties because of copying,
downloading, and using the eGPS software.
UPGRADE. You can visit http://www.egps-software.net for the latest version.

How to cite the eGPS
Dalang Yu, Lili Dong, Fangqi Yan, Hailong Mu, Bixia Tang, Xiao Yang, et al. (2019)
eGPS 1.0: comprehensive software for multi-omic and evolutionary analyses.
National Science Review, 6:867-869, https://doi.org/10.1093/nsr/nwz079.
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PubMed: https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/34691944/

How to contribute to this manual
You are very welcomed to edit this manual and share your experience on the eGPS
software with other users. The word version of manual can be downloaded from
http://www.egps-software.net. Please turn on Track Changes when you edit the
manual. Or you can highlight your changes/edits. Please email us the changed parts,
together with your full name.

List of people who make this manual available
You are very welcomed to edit this manual and share your experience on the eGPS
software with other users. The word version of manual can be downloaded from
http://www.egps-software.net. Please turn on Track Changes when you edit the
manual. Or you can highlight your changes/edits. Please email us the changed parts,
together with your full name.
Name*
Email address
LAN, Li
lanl@big.ac.cn
LI, Haipeng
lihaipeng@picb.ac.cn
MU, Hailong
mhl_dyx@126.com
YAN, Fangqi
yfq0818@163.com
YANG, Jianing
yangjianing2019@sibs.ac.cn
YU, Dalang
yudalang2017@sibs.ac.cn
*Listed in alphabet.
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Part 1: Quick Start
First time user
First of all, thank you very much for choosing eGPS in your research. This user
manual will provide you with comprehensive documentation for the eGPS desktop
application. New users of eGPS may wish to read and follow the walkthrough tutorial,
which demonstrates the major features and functions of eGPS that you may find
useful.
At the same time, you can quickly locate the function modules you interest by
viewing the main functions of eGPS.

Installing and launching eGPS

On Windows operating system, we provide exe format installers for the 32-bit and
64-bit operating systems. Users only need to follow the prompts. We also provide
green portable version, please unzip the package.
On the Mac OS operating system, we provide a green, free-install version of the
64-bit operating system. For the first time, please unzip the file and right click to open
it. EGPS is green and non-toxic software, please feel reassured to use.
On the Ubuntu operating systems, Currently, the eGPS provided at this stage is a
green free installation software that comes with all the operating environments. Users
only need to download the Zip file from the official website and then extract contents
and execute running file.
The latest version of Installers and Zip files can be downloaded from
http://www.egps-software.net.
Installation Precautions: When selecting an installation path, please do not include
any non-English symbol in the path.
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Uninstall eGPS
For MAC OS and Ubuntu, you need to do is to delete the folder where the software is
located.
For Windows, you can uninstall eGPS as natural way. For instance, in Windows10,
go to Programs and Features and click uninstall.

Features and support

Functional modules of eGPS
The complete functional modules in the eGPS desktop application are shown in Table
1.
Table 1. Functional modules in the eGPS desktop application.
classification

emphasis

Module Name

Data type

Evolution

Sequence aligner

Multiple sequence
Aligner

Multiple sequences

Alignment viewer

Multiple sequence
alignment(MSA)

Genetic distance
viewer

Genetic distance(DIST)

Evolution
Evolution

Sequence
alignment
Evolutionary
distance

Evolution

Evolution
phylogeny

Tree viewer

Multiple sequence
alignment(MSA)
Phylogenetic tree(TREE)
NEXUS
Genetic distance(DIST)
whole genome Multiple
alignment format (MAF)

Omic study
Omic study
Omic study
Omic study
Omic study
Omic study
Omic study

Genomics
Genomics
Genomics
Genomics
Genomics
Genomics
Genomics

VCF snapshot
VCF tools
Genetic diversity
Neutrality test
PBS statistic
HKA score
FST statistic

Variant Call Format (VCF)

Omic study

Transcriptomics

DEG-RNAseq

RNA expression profile (rnaExp)

Omic study

Proteomics

Evolution

Population

DEG-massSpectru
m
Simulator

Proteomics expression
matrix(PRO)
Population history model
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Omic study
Evolution
Evolution
Evolution
Omic study
Any

genetics
Transcriptomics
Evolution
phylogeny
Evolutionary
distance
sequences
alignment
Data visualization
Any

circRNA viewer

(SIMU)
Circular RNA list (LIST)

Gene to gene tree

/

Gene to genetic
distance

/

Gene to alignment

/

Heatmap
Text editor

eGPS heatmap (eheatmap)
General text
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Technical support and updates
The latest version of eGPS will be available at the website
http://www.egps-software.net

Reporting bugs
Welcome to report bugs when any problems such as unexplained dialogs,
documentation inconsistencies, or program crashes happened. Please report them to us
by clicking the ‘Report Bugs’ link in ‘Help’ menu.
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Operation guidance course
Operation introduction
This walkthrough provides a variety of concise tutorials that explain how to perform
common tasks in the eGPS. Sample data files are required for each tutorial and can be
found in the examples folder.
In the tutorial, we use the following conventions:
⚫
⚫
⚫
⚫

Keystrokes are represented by bold letters (e.g., F1).
Italicized words indicate the name of a menu, toolbar or window (e.g., File
menu).
Italicized bold words indicate individual commands that are found in menus,
submenus, and toolbars (e.g. Import Data command submenu).
For the sake of brevity, a series of menu/button clicks are separated by a pipe
symbol (|) to display a series of command indications (for example, ‘File | Import
Data’ means you should click ‘file’ main menu item, then click ‘Import Data’
submenu item.

Main interface of eGPS
The eGPS analysis interface consists menus, tool bars, the status bar, a main window
with several analysis panels and a history panel to store records of important analysis
procedures.
When a researcher executes an analysis process, progress animation will demonstrate
at status bar. After the procedure finish properly, the link of the output datasets will be
added to the history panel to form a record which allowing annotation and flagging.
The history log files will be stored locally and can be copied to and viewed in another
computer where eGPS desktop application is installed.
Tool tips will be displayed when the mouse is hovering on records, which provides a
wealth of information including the tool name and running parameters. Records are
initially grouped by date and can be searched by entering partial keyword. When user
searches, the history dynamically updates to show the matching records and the
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analysis panel will be showed as a separate tab after double clicking the record of
interest.
Among analysis panels, there is a special and unique locked data panel which can be
divided into three regions: a data area on the left where to drag files into and shows
the files already dragged; an information area in middle to display information of
input files; a method area which holds several buttons on the right for the
corresponding suitable approaches (eGPS will set the suitable analysis methods as
buttons). Every analysis panel except data panel holds a functional module and these
panels can be dragged out of mainframe becoming a floating window, which
facilitates users to easily compare the results and parameters.

Figure 1. The main user interface of the eGPS desktop application.

Preparation before analysis
Importing data
Users have three ways to import data into eGPS:
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⚫

Directly drag the files to be analyzed and drop files to Data area.

⚫

Import data using the shortcut button

⚫

Click File | Import Data to import data.

in the toolbar.

After importing data, the data information and suitable methods will be displayed in
the information area and method area. The figure above shows the eGPS response
after dragging into a series of VCF files.
Note: Users can only import the same type of data format at a time. If you drag a file
in another format, eGPS will give a warning message and will not add other files to
the data area. If you want to change the data file, you need to click the Select all
button and then click the Delete Selected button in the bottom left corner.
Table 2 shows how eGPS classifies the data: firstly, we divided data into data type
then subdivided data type into data format. Only the same type of data format could
be imported at one time.
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Table 2. Data formats supported in the eGPS desktop application.
Module Name
Multiple
sequence
Aligner
Alignment
viewer
Genetic
distance viewer

Tree viewer

VCF snapshot
VCF tools
Genetic
diversity
Neutrality test
PBS statistic
HKA score
FST statistic
DEG-RNAseq
DEG-massSpe
ctrum
Simulator

Data type

Data format

Data example

Multiple sequences

fasta/msf/clustalw/pa
ml/mega/phylip

mtCDNA.fas

Multiple sequence
alignment(MSA)

fasta/msf/clustalw/pa
ml/mega/phylip

mtCDNA.fas

Genetic distance(DIST)

dist

testGeneticDistance.
dist

Multiple sequence
alignment(MSA)

aligned fasta

mtCDNA.fas

Phylogenetic tree(TREE)

nwk/nhx/tre/etree

NEXUS

nex/nexus

Genetic distance(DIST)

dist

whole genome Multiple
alignment format (MAF)

maf

chr1.maf.gz

Variant Call Format (VCF)

Uncompressed vcf /
Gzip compressed vcf
/ Bgzip compressed
vcf

vcf.sample.test.chr2
0.vcf

rnaExp

GDS2676.rnaExp

pro

MAP_testing.pro

simu

sample.simu

RNA expression profile
(rnaExp)
Proteomics expression
matrix(PRO)
Population history model
(SIMU)

circRNA
viewer

Circular RNA list (LIST)

list

Heatmap

EGPS heatmap (eheatmap)

eheatmap

Text editor

General text

any
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ItreeV_ExampleTre
e.tre
Influenza_A_virus.n
ex
testGeneticDistance.
dist

1519652983250_ou
t_jav.list
testData_withParam
eters.eheatmap
/

Setting parameters
There are two ways to set eGPS parameters, including global settings and specific
settings for each module. Global Settings can be called up by clicking on Options |
Preferences, or by entering the shortcut key Control + R. The construction
parameters of the phylogenetic tree are in the global settings, while the parameters of
the omics analysis are mostly in their respective modules.
For example, if you want to build a distance based phylogenetic tree from multiple
alignment sequences data, you can set genetic distance calculation method and tree
reconstruction method by clicking Options | Preferences | Genetic distance and Tree
build method respectively.

Viewing alignment
Firstly, drag aligned fasta file to eGPS, as mentioned before, we have three ways to
import data.
⚫
Drag and drop data into data area, as shown in the following figure.
⚫
Click first shortcut button in toolbar, use choose file dialog.
⚫
Click File | Import Data as before.

When the fasta file is dragged in, there are two ways we can get into Alignment
viewer.
1. Click directly on the right View alignment button, as shown in the following
illustration.
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2. Tools | Alignment viewer

Finally, we enter the Alignment Viewer module to display the data as shown in the
following figure.
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1. The data will be displayed block by block. The number of sequences and columns
displayed in each block depends on the current font size and window size. The
font size can be adjusted via the buttons on the toolbar.
2. When the mouse hovers over the nucleotide, the number of columns
corresponding to the current nucleotide is displayed on the screen. When each
base is clicked, the border of the base turns red.
3. The base color scheme is provided on the left, and the color matching effect is as
described as the string.
4. Below sequences is a histogram showing Consensus for each column. Tooltips of
the percentage will be displayed when the mouse is over.
Export data:
We can save our data by clicking File | Save As or toolbar shortcut. Temporarily, we
support to export fasta/msf/clustalW/paml/mega/phylip/nexus format file.
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Viewing circRNA results
eGPS can be employed to interactively visualize the results of de novo circular RNA
identification from the eGPS cloud.
1. Import data
In this module, we have two ways to import data into eGPS.
(1) Drag circRNA file (.list) into program, then click avoidable method turn to
circRNA viewer tab to visualize circRNA, figures are showed below.

（2）Without dragging in any files, simply click Tools | circRNA viewer, circRNA
viewer tab will not display any figure. We can enter a Job ID which is obtained from
eGPS cloud, then click Download circRNA button to download data file.
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Two files (one ending with _out_jav.list and another ending with
_out_library_length.list) will be downloaded, and two files will be added to our
program. The circRNA genesis procedure will be displayed on the right.

Filter circRNAs to display target ones:
Users can selectively display circular RNA through adjust various filter parameters in
Filter parameters Panel such as min expression.
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Users can control the number of circRNA genesis panel and current presented panel
through operations in Layout panel. The eGPS allows exhibiting maximum number of
4 circRNA genesis panel in one page at one time.

3. circRNA viewer display panel (right side):
The circRNA viewer supports locking a single circRNA genesis panel. If the circRNA
in the view is locked, the locked circRNA will not be switched when the current page
go to next, as shown in the figure below.
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Among the genomic interval
, the menu bar can be displayed by clicking
the left mouse button.
Users can view this interval in a genome browser (such as Ensembl, UCSC), construct
a phylogenetic tree of homologous sequences between closely related species, and
view the alignment of multiple sequence alignments.

By moving the mouse to genomic interval
in the genesis panel, users
can see the relationship between the circRNA ring region and linear genomic region :
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4. circRNA viewer data format:
Two files are needed to visualize both circular RNA and the producing genesis. When
only dragging the file ending with _out_jav.list, clicking the genesis panel will not
display the circular circRNA.

When dragging only files ending with _out_library_length.list, the view cannot jump.
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5. circRNA viewer data export and print:
When the data is displayed on the interface, we can click the button to save the data to
our local disk or print the view as shown below:

Users can save the graphics with jpg, png, pdf, and svg file formats.

Opening the gene-to-gene-tree module
Open Gene to gene tree function module: Tools | Gene to gene tree
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Users can enter gene symbol or genomic location in Gene & species set panel.
You can set species set group by clicking Choose species set button. The alignment
will be obtained from eGPS Cloud or Ensembl REST API.

If you enter the gene symbol eGPS allows users to choose specific genomic regions.

Finally click Build gene tree button to start the task, the real-time construction
progress will display at status bar.
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When the task accomplishes, we can analyze the phylogenetic tree. The detailed
manual to operate tree please refer to Part 3 “eGPS tree viewer”.
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Make heatmap
Open the eGPS software and import the data file with the eheatmap suffix (e.g.
testData_noParameters.eheatmap) file. Click on the heat map module button ( eGPS
heatmap) to enter the heatmap module.
The default interface is shown below: the border, row name, column name and legend
of all cells will be displayed.

The detailed instruction please see the following pages.

Analyzing protein omics data
The MAP method implemented in eGPS enable discovering differential expression
genes from processed pair-ware mass spectrometric data.
Firstly, import files with correct suffix (.pro), clicking the suitable method DEG-mass
spectrum to get in analysis module.
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We leave parameters as default, clicking analysis button to start calculation procedure.
After the progress bar progress running from 0% to 100%, an interactive MA Plot
appears in the right area. We can place the mouse over a red point, a wealth of tooltip
will display information about each point.
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eGPS allows users to click on genes of interest to build a
phylogenetic tree. We can click on the point with the left
mouse button and select Build gene tree and click to
build a phylogenetic tree.
At the same time, users can also click on the Open
genome browser to view this gene on the genome
browser.

Analyzing genomic data
The Variant Call Format (VCF) file is widely used in bioinformatics to store sequence
variations. But it is not easy to take a glance of it, manipulate (i.e. filtering) it and
process it in a user-friendly way partially due to the largeness of the file. So, at the
most cases, researchers require additional programming skills to accomplish these
operations by the run mode of command line in Linux.
Taking the advantage of eGPS, researchers can use “VCF snapshot” to quickly
snapshot the file and this could be even ultra-faster when the file compressed by bgzip;
use “VCF tools” to manipulate the file with various filtering conditions, and other
suitable methods of functional modules to analyze the file to get summary statistics
(such as statistics of genetic diversity and positive selection) of each slide window.
EGPS supports selecting individuals in an intuitive way and restructuring specific
genomic regions by incorporating a bed file.
After executing the process task in functional module, eGPS displays the results with
interactive point plot powered by Echart3.0 (http://echarts.baidu.com/).

Viewing VCF file
Import VCF（Variant Call Format）file（e.g. chr22.100000.lines.vcf）to data area.
If the files you dragged are the standard VCF file specification, the analysis method
for the VCF file will be listed in the method area.
VCF snapshot is in the first one, and click this button will go to this module. \
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After the successfully loading data, eGPS will read the file according to the default
parameters and display it to the interface with the form of a table.

Filtering VCF file
Clik VCF tools button to go to VCF tools tab, eGPS provides a serious filtering
options to help user to filter variant records. For example, if users want to only keep
SNP records, then you can go to Variant Type/ Site ID Filter panel select Keep only
SNPs check box. Finally click Save Filtered Data As to run the task.
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Analyzing VCF file
Same as previous operations, click on the corresponding analysis module button, for
example, select the Genetic diversity module, and then choose the statistics of interest
for calculation. The default setting is to calculate Theta and Pi. We leave parameters
as default and click on the analysis button. The result is shown below:
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Here the abscissa of each point represents a region on the genome, and the ordinate
represents the calculated statistic for that region. Users can also click on points of
interest to build a phylogenetic tree.
In addition to the Genetic diversity module, you can also click on the FST Statistic
module to analyze population genetic structures.
Please keep this state to practice the tutorial for neutral testing.

Testing neutrality
User can employ the eGPS to get the summary statistics from VCF data by sliding
window analysis. Similar to the previous tutorial, you can choose the Neutrality Test,
HKA score, PBS value and other modules for analysis.
Also you can conveniently compare these genomic statistics by drag the tab out of
main frame.

Estimating evolutionary distance
1 Estimating Evolutionary Distances Using Pairwise Distance
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In eGPS, you can estimate evolutionary distances between sequences by computing
the proportion of nucleotide differences between each pair of sequences.
Import aligned fasta file (multiple sequence alignment file), configure calculation
parameter (Option | Preferences | Genetic distance), select p-distance, we leaven
other parameters as default. Finally, we click Calculate distance button as shown in
the figure.
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After a short display of the progress bar, the distance results will be displayed in a
new tab with a matrix table. Keep this window open so that we can compare the
results of the following steps.

2 Compute and Compare Distances Using Other Models/Methods
eGPS also supports a wide collection of models for estimating evolutionary distances.
Here we compare evolutionary distances calculated by using different
models/methods.
Repeat tutorial above, but select the Jukes/Cantor model under the Model/Method
pull-down instead of the p-distance model, leaving all the other options the same.
Again, leave the results window open for comparison.
Repeat the analysis, this time selecting the Tamura-Nei model under the
Model/Method pull-down, leaving all the other options the same. Again, leave the
results window open for comparison.
Users are now able to compare the three open result windows which contain the
distances estimated by the different methods. eGPS supports to drag all tab out of
main frame so they could conveniently data.
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Building tree from alignment
In this example, we will use eGPS to construct NJ phylogenetic tree and get familiar
with Tree Viewer functional module.
Firstly, import aligned fasta file (multiple sequence alignment), and then configure
genetic distance calculate parameters (Option | Preferences | Genetic distance).
Choose p-distance, then click Tree build method
Select Neighbor-Joining. We leaven other parameters as default (see the following
picture).
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Finally click the Build tree button.
After the progress bar indicating the task is finished, the phylogenetic tree will appear
in a new tab. To select a branch, use the left mouse button to click on it. After
selecting it, you can perform a series of operations, such as increasing the label of the
leaf node, changing the color of the line, and so on. Users can also change the layout
of the tree. For example, to become a circular layout, click on Circular layout. For
more details on how to use it, see the eGPS tree viewer in Part 3.
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Building trees with distance data
Import distance matrix file into eGPS, then configure the tree reconstruction method.
Option | Preferences | Tree build method Select Neighbor-Joining. Finally, click
Build tree button.

For the genetic distance file format, we use the format compatible with the phylip
program. The eGPS also allows user to annotated data at header lien start with ‘#’
symbol. See part 4 for details.
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Demography builder and coalescent-based simulation
We provides a very user-friendly tool called “simulator” to build demographic models
by clicking mouse and dragging model icons and simulate the sequences under
specific models with animation of monitor parameters.
Click Tools | Simulator, drag corresponding icons from Build Model | Tools Menu to
construct population history. We leave parameters in Parameters as default.

Click sub panel Simulator (left top in this module), because only one group available
at the current time while group historical modules were being set up. So one group
appears in the Sample information column, and we set the sample size of this group to
15. Other parameters are set to default, click Run only to generate simulation data,
and the histogram on the right will show the distribution of some statistics. The user
can also click Run & Save data as to simulate and save the data.
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Running eGPS command-line version
The current command line version of eGPS can calculate some statistics for VCF files.
For example, to calculate the FST between two groups, users can run on various
operating systems as long as Oracle JRE 1.8 has been installed.
For example, if we run the command line version in the window 10 operating system.
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You can see the help information by using –h option.
The command line above is:
java -cp .\eGPS_v1.0.jar egps.run.FST
-i1 .\sampleFiles_oneChromPerFile\pop1_SampleIDs.txt
-i2 .\sampleFiles_oneChromPerFile\pop2_SampleIDs.txt -mq 20 -sz 500 -st 100 -v
".\sampleFiles_oneChromPerFile\vcf.sample.test.chr20.vcf;.\sampleFiles_oneChromP
erFile\vcf.sample.test.chr21.vcf;.\sampleFiles_oneChromPerFile\vcf.sample.test.chr2
2.vcf" -inb .\sampleFiles_oneChromPerFile\sample.bed
Also other statistics can be calculated! For example:
java -cp .\eGPS_v1.0.jar egps.run.HKA -mq 2
0 -sz 5000 -st 1000 -v .\HKA_test_data\test_vcf.recode.filter.vcf
-i1 .\HKA_test_data\BlackMuntjac_SampleIDs.txt -i2 .\HKA_t
est_data\IndianMuntjac_SampleIDs.txt

Plug-in
File format convertor
This module supports to convert two file formats. We took a lot effort to design a
friendly user interface, and more file formats will be supported very soon.
⚫ .emf file to widely used .maf file
⚫ .etree file to widely used .nwk file
1. There are two ways to import data:
Click Add files button to open choose file dialog. You can import one or several files
at once, but make sure to keep import file format consistent.
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Or you can click add directory to import all files in the directory
2. Choose the destined file format. When we import emf file we can only select maf
format and nwk for etree format.

3. when data file is imported, an convert item will be added in the middle panel.

Clike button to open directory choose dialog to set output directory .
5. Click Convert or Convert All to start convert task. Convert All means convert all
files; Convert means only convert selected file.
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We can terminate the conversion process by clicking the delete button on right top
side when the files have been converted.

Population structure index FST calculator
Launch the eGPS, make sure the installation path “config/plugin” directory including
swingFSTDemo.jar file. Click Plugins | swingFSTDemo to get in the module.
Once users enter the number of each genotypes, you can demonstrate how to calculate
the FST. Now eGPS supports to calculate results by incorporate up to three populations.
To see the genetic structure of the two groups, set the input value of the third group to
null. You can click the calculate button to display the results.
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Data format declaration:

There are various commands in omics and evolution analysis, and the data types and
the way to importing data in each module are also different. In the functional modules
implemented by this software: In evolution, the input file usually has a formed data
format, such as a series of MSA data formats (fasta, etc.); while in omics analysis, the
input data is only a text file. Here, we collectively declare the following contents: 1)
How eGPS classifies and determine data types and data formats; 2) Explains our
processing procedure for this data import.

General statement:
1. The data mentioned here refers to the main content of the data analyzed by the user,
excluding some files consisting of parameters. Because for complex modules, there
must be a lot of parameters, and the file storing the parameters still refers to the
parameters.
2. For some modules, the user can run without importing data, such as the plug-in
module FST calculator. These modules only need to input a few parameters to run.
Here, in order not to conflict with statement 1, the parameter files of these modules
that do not require an input file can also be called data.
3. UTF-8 encoding format is recommended for input files. Do not include Chinese in
the file path and file name.
4. Without any special statements, the line beginning with "#" will be regarded as a
comment line.
5. The classification of data in eGPS, and the relationship between data and modules:
We first divide the data into data type categories,
then into data formats, and finally a specific file.
For example, the MSA data type can be subdivided
into various data formats, such as fasta, mega, and
phylip. Another example is the VCF data type,
which can be subdivided into uncompressed VCF
format, gzip compressed format, and bgzip
compressed format.
Table: The relation between module and data format
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Type
A module supports only one format, and
one format is only applicable to the module

Cases
SIMU data types for Simulator module
Various TREE type files of Tree viewer
module
VCF data types can be used by multiple
modules

One module supports multiple formats
One format can be used by multiple
modules
A module has no corresponding data
format

Venn plot module

The classification of data types and data formats
Table: Overview of data types supported by eGPS 1.0.5
Data type

Data format

File example

Multiple sequence
alignment(MSA)
Unaligned Multiple
sequences (UMS)
Genetic
distance(DIST)
Phylogenetic
tree(TREE)

fasta/msf/clustalw/p
aml/mega/phylip

mtCDNA.fas

fasta

abcde.fas

NEXUS

nex/nexus

whole genome
multiple alignment
format (MAF)

maf

chr1.maf.gz

Variant Call Format
(VCF)

uncompressed vcf/
gzip compressed vcf
/ bgzip compressed
vcf

vcf.sample.test.chr
20.vcf

bgzip compressed with
HTSJDK package

rnaExp

GDS2676.rnaExp

eGPS own defined

pro

MAP_testing.pro

eGPS own defined

simu

sample.simu

eGPS own defined

RNA expression
profile (rnaExp)
Proteomics expression
matrix(PRO)
Population history
model (SIMU)
Circular RNA list
(LIST)
EGPS heatmap
(eheatmap)
General text (* .txt)

testGeneticDistanc
e.dist
ItreeV_ExampleTr
ee.tre
Influenza_A_virus.
nex

dist
nwk/nhx/tre/etree

1519652983250_o
ut_jav.list
testData_withPara
meters.eheatmap

list
eheatmap
text

any text file
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Annotaion
They are all belong to
Multiple sequences
compatible with phylip
program

eGPS own defined
eGPS own defined
all non-binary file is
allowed

Note: For detailed format description, please refer to the sample file of test data. For
widely used formats please consult the professional website.

Data format judgment criteria:
For a single file:
When a file is imported, the data type and data format of the file are preferentially
determined according to the extension (suffix) of the file. When the suffix is not
included in the format we support, determine whether it is binary. If it is a text file,
then the data format is judged lightly in turn. When it is determined that it conforms
to a certain format, the result is returned, and no further judgment is made. Therefore,
when the two formats are close, the result of the first decision will be returned first.
Priority of the current decision:
DIST, NEXUS, TREE, SUMU, EHEATMAP, CLUSTALW, FASTA, GCGMSF,
MEGA, PAML, PHYLIP, MAF, VCF, PRO, RNAEXP, LIST
Note: Only one data type and data format file can exist in a data center at a time.
When multiple files are imported, the "single file judgment rule" is used for the
judgment file. When data exists in the data panel, determine whether the newly
imported file conforms to the existing data format. When there is no data in the data
panel, find the first valid file supported by eGPS. Set the data format of the current
data center, and determine other files in order.

Data entry processing scheme when importing data
Before explaining the processing scheme of the output data, we must first explain the
classification of the module by the eGPS software.

Type

Com
putat
ion

Visualiz
ation

Whether importing
data from data
panel
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Example

Annotation

The former is
now obsolete.
A significant
problem is to
Module before 1.0.4
avoid not
Alignment viewer |
knowing where
Distance viewer and
to set the
MSA2TREE，
parameters,
VCF2TREE，
and at the
MAF2TREE Pipeline。
same time
TREE 2 TREE viewer
produce a
module v1.0.5
result without
knowing what
it was
generated
from!！
VCF snapshot |
Heatmap
VCF tools
Some plugins: FST
independent
calculator
module
DEG-RNAseq |
DEG-massSpectrum
| VCF analysis

1

No

Yes

No (Not directly
through a file, but
using a data
structure)

2

No

Yes

Yes

3

Yes

No

Yes

4

Yes

No

No

5

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes/No (Data in the
data panel has
priority, but can be
entered by the user
or downloaded from
the Internet)

Simulator | circRNA
viewer

Yes

No (user enter or
from website)

Gene to gene tree|
Gene to genetic
distance | Some
plugins | Venn plot

6

7

Yes

Yes

independent
module

For modules that do not need to import data from the data panel, you can click the
Tools button directly from the toolbar, and then click the corresponding module to
enter.
For modules that need to import data from the data panel, when the appropriate data is
imported, the method area of the data panel will give a button to jump to the module.
The module buttons on Tools will now be available. After entering the module, eGPS
will adjust the state of the calculation button according to the data panel data. When
the calculation is clicked, the file will be obtained from the data center.
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Part 2: Multi-omic Analysis
Genomics
The functional modules of the genomics are designed to processing multiple various
processing of VCF files, including:
⚫
⚫
⚫

Rapidly snapshot the contents of the VCF file
Filter VCF variant records with a variety of conditions
Calculate the statistics for each sliding window

After importing the VCF file, we can select some common parameters in the
information panel, as shown below.

1. Select the individuals for analysis
After importing the VCF file, the data area will display the individual information
contained in the file. Users can click on the checkbox in the table (middle top) to
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select the individuals you are interested in. The button can perform an inverse
selection
on the currently checked status.
If user wants to select multiple individuals at once, you can input the text file
containing the individual names by clicking the Open button under the Setting
individuals panel. Note that the suffix name of the file needs to be txt, here is an
example file “pop1_SampleIDs.txt”.
HG00096
HG00097
HG00099
HG00100
HG00101
HG00102

2. Set target area for analysis
Users can control the target area where they are interested to analyze by setting
options in included and excluded chromosomal regions. eGPS supports the BED
file format. Please see the details at
htttps://genome.ucsc.edu/FAQ/FAQformat.html#format1.
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VCF snapshot
Extensible panels and parameters on the left side.
File progress bar :
1） To indicate approximate location of
the entire file for the current displayed data,
they are expressed as a percentage value. 0%
means locating in file first place, 100%
mean going to end.
2）Drag the progress bar directly , the data
displayingon the right table will
automatically change. For example,
dragging to the 20% table will display the
data text corresponding to approximately
20% position of the file.
3）You can also change the value by
clicking the arrow to the left of % for
precise adjustment. However, clicking the
arrow does not immediately refresh the
data in the table on the right. You need to
manually click Show Data again to update
the data.
Begin pos and End pos:
1） They are used to set the specific
location of the first record of the currently
displayed data and the specific location of
the last record of the currently displays the
data. The input format is chromosome
number, ‘:’ and position. The chromosome name should be consistent with VCF.
2）When importing the bgzip compressed VCF file, Begin pos and End pos become
editable. Other type of VCF (uncompressed VCF and VCF) could not be used at
this option. Users can modify the chromosome number and position. After
clicking Show Data button, the table on the right will display the corresponding
data (The begin position cannot be greater than or equal to the end position).
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Num of lines shown:
Set the total number of rows of displayed data. If the dragged file is a bgzip
compressed VCF file, and Begin pos and End pos not null. This item will be invalid.
Columns shown:
1) VCF field check box
The check box name corresponding to VCF field. If this box is checked, the column
in the right table, else the column will be hide.
2) All selected samples:
If this option is checked, all individuals’ information will be displayed and MAX
Samples Shown option will be invalid.
3) MAX samples shown:
It is used to set the maximum number of individuals in the display data. If the number
of individual in the file is less than the total number, the number of individuals in the
file shall prevail.
4) Position format:
It is used to set whether the display data uses “, " to divide the number. This item only
takes effect for the POS column.
Supplemental:
When there are several VCF files in the data panel, this module will only read the first
file. And when you set Begin pos and End pos manually, file progress bar will not be
updated.
The Begin pos and End pos option is an interval, variants records fitting in this
interval will be displayed.
Place the mouse on the head of each column, users can adjust the width of each
column.
In addition to the first nine columns, the other Samples columns are bound to each
other. For example, when the width of the first Samples column is adjusted, and the
widths of all subsequent Samples columns will also change.
When the imported file is a bgzip compressed file, eGPS will automatically create its
corresponding tbi index file. During this process, the snapshot button is disabled. You
need to wait for the tbi index file to be accomplished. Process shown in the following
figure.
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Users can select or unselect individual samples in the Sample Information panel of the
my data module. For example, if you uncheck “HG0096 HG0097 HG0099” three
sample IDs, snapshot will filter the column on the right when display the data.
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→

When you successfully open the snapshot, then you delete the file referenced by the
snapshot in the eGPS data panel, the Show Data button and File progress bar will be
disable until new VCF file be imported.
When you successfully open the snapshot, then you delete the file referenced by the
snapshot in the eGPS data panel, and re-add another VCF file. After you switch back
to the snapshot, the snapshot will automatically refresh the table and the data
displayed at this time is the latter file.

VCF tools parameters
Position filter
Chromosome <string> Indentifiers for CHROM. (e.g. 1;2;3)
Include sites with indentifiers matching CHROM. More than one value separated by
semicolon can be input to include multiple chromosomes.
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From-bp <integer> Position. (e.g. 12345)
Specify a lower bound for a range of sites to be processed. Sites with positions less
than this value will be excluded. This option can only be used in conjunction with one
chromosome. This option can be used with or without to-bp.
To-bp <integer> Position. (e.g. 12345)
Specify an upper bound for a range of sites to be processed. Sites with positions
greater than this value will be excluded. This option can only be used in conjunction
with one chromosome. This option can be used with or without from-bp.
Not-chromosome < string > Indentifiers for CHROM. (e.g. 1;2;3)
Exclude sites with indentifiers matching CHROM. More than one value separated by
semicolon can be input to include multiple chromosomes.
Positions <filename>
Include a set of sites on the basis of a list of positions in a file. Each line of the input
file should contain a (tab-separated) chromosome and position. Lines that start with a
"#" are command lines and will be ignored.
Exclude positions <filename>
Exclude a set of sites on the basis of a list of positions in a file. Each line of the input
file should contain a (tab-separated) chromosome and position. Lines that start with a
"#" are command lines and will be ignored.
Interval <integer> Minimum distance of two sites. (e.g. 50) bp,kb,mb
Make sure that no two sites are within the specified distance from one another.

Quality filter
Min quality score <float> Quality score. (e.g. 20.0)
Include only sites with Quality value above this threshold.

Variant type filter
Keep only SNPS
Include sites that contain a SNP.
Remove SNPs
Exclude sites that contain a SNP.
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Keep only indels
Include sites that contain an indel.
Remove indels
Exclude sites that contain an indel.
Keep structural variants <string> Key words for ALT. (e.g.
DEL;DUP;DUP:TANDEM;CNV)
Include sites that contain a special structural variant. More than one value separated
by semicolon can be input to include several kinds of structural variants.
Remove structural variants <string> Key words for ALT. (e.g.
DEL;DUP;DUP:TANDEM;CNV)
Exclude sites that contain special structural variants. More than one value separated
by semicolon can be input to include several kinds of structural variants.

Site ID filter
Site ID<string> Site IDs. (e.g. rs6054257; rs6040355)
Include site(s) with matching ID. More than one value separated by semicolon can be
input to include multiple SNPs.
Sites <filename>
Include a list of sites given in a file. The file should contain a list of site IDs, with one
ID per line. Lines that start with a "#" are command lines and will be ignored.
Exclude sites <filename>
Exclude a list of SNPs given in a file. The file should contain a list of SNP IDs, with
one ID per line. Lines that start with a "#" are command lines and will be ignored.

Filter flag filter
Remove filtered all
Remove all sites with a FILTER flag other than PASS.
Keep filters <string> Filter flag. (e.g. q10;q20)
Include all sites marked with a specific FILTER flag. More than one value separated
by semicolon can be input to specify multiple FILTER flags.
Remove filters <string> Filter flag. (e.g. q10;q20)
Exclude all sites marked with a specific FILTER flag. More than one value separated
by semicolon can be input to specify multiple FILTER flags.
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INFO field filter
Keep INFO <string> INFO flag. (e.g. AA;AC)
Include all sites with a specific INFO flag. This option only filters on the presence of
the flag and not its value. More than one value separated by semicolon can be input to
specify multiple INFO flags.
Remove INFO <string> INFO flag. (e.g. AA;AC)
Exclude all sites with a specific INFO flag. This option only filters on the presence of
the flag and not its value. More than one value separated by semicolon can be input to
specify multiple INFO flags.

Allele filter
MAF <float> Lower bound for MAF. (e.g. 0.2)
Include only sites with a Minor Allele Frequency greater than or equal this value. This
option can be used with or without Max MAF.
Max MAF <float> Upper bound for MAF. (e.g. 0.8)
Exclude only sites with a Minor Allele Frequency less than or equal this value. This
option can be used with or without MAF.
Min alleles <integer> Lower bound for alleles. (e.g. 2)
Include only sites with a number of alleles greater than or equal to this value. This
option can be used with or without Max alleles.
Max alleles <integer> Upper bound for alleles. (e.g. 3)
Include only sites with a number of alleles less than or equal to this value. This option
can be used with or without Min alleles.

Genotype Value Filter
Min meanDP <float> Lower bound for mean DP. (e.g. 50.0)
Include only sites with mean depth values (over all included individuals) greater than
or equal to this value. This option requires that the "DP" FORMAT tag is included for
each site. This option can be used with or without Min meanDP.
Max meanDP <float> Upper bound for mean DP. (e.g. 50.0)
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Include only sites with mean depth values (over all included individuals) less than or
equal to this value. This option requires that the "DP" FORMAT tag is included for
each site. This option can be used with or without Max meanDP.
HWE <float>
Assess sites for Hardy-Weinberg Equilibrium using a Chi-square test or Fisher’s exact
test (choose one method when programming). Sites with a p-value below the
threshold defined by this option are taken to be out of HWE, and therefore excluded.
Max missing <float> Upper bound for missing data. (e.g. 0.8)
Exclude sites on the basis of the proportion of missing data (defined to be between 0
and 1, where 0 allows sites that are completely missing and 1 indicates no missing
data allowed).
Phased
Exclude all sites that contain unphased genotypes.

VCF analysis
When data existed in the data panel, we can turn to each analysis module and the
analysis button is activated. There are four common parameters for each data analysis
module.
Parameter
Window size

Window step

Minimum quality score

Annotation
The length of chromosomal regions (i.e.
windows) analyzed at one time. The
window size usually ranges from a few
hundreds to thousands base pairs.
The number of base pairs that window
slides along chromosome. If window
step is less than window size, the
windows will be overlapping and more
detailed information will be given.
Include only sites with Quality score
above this threshold. Quality score
= -10*log(1-p), where p is the
probability of variant being present
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Output with P-value

given
the read data. For Example: 99%
confidence (1% error rate) = Quality
score 20; 99.9% confidence (0.1% error
rate) = Quality score 30.
If you set this parameter, the output file
will contain a column whose value is p
value. The p value calculate equation is
its value’s rank divide total size.

In addition, when calculating statistics, there is an option need to consider. Click
Options | Preferences | Insdel & missing data.

The user can set the processing mode of indel:
ins/dels ignored means that only point mutations are considered; ins/dels treated as
fifth nucleotide means that indel is regarded as the fifth nucleotide. If you choose later,
the validate length of slide window will minus REF allele type’s length.
Meanwhile, user can also set the treatment of genotype deletions, users can set
tolerance for missing data.

Genetic diversity
There are two checkboxes for the user to select the diversity statistics that need to be
calculated (Watterson’s theta and Pi).
Watterson’s theta (1) is an estimator for describing the genetic diversity in a
population. It is a measure of the population mutation rate (i.e. 4Ne*μ) by counting
the number of polymorphic sites, where Ne is the effective population size and μ the
mutation rate per site per generation.
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Pi (2) is the average number of SNPs found in two pairwise comparisons of sequences
in the sample, and divided by the length of considered region.

Testing neutrality
There are four checkboxes for the users to select the statistics for the neutrality test
that needs to be calculated: Fu & Li’s D (3), Fu’s Fs (4), Fay & Wu’s H (5) and
Tajima’s D (6).
In Ancestral state panel, we can set the way to infer allele ancestral state. By default,
the eGPS will assign REF field in the VCF file as an ancestral state i.e. Ref alleles as
ancestral alleles. No ancestral/derived alleles inferred means use folded site
frequency spectrum, and Fu’s Fs statistic will be disable. Ancestral alleles inferred
from outgroup means infer ancestral allele state from outgroup. In this case, users
need to provide a MAF file with the same name as the VCF but a different suffix
name. The MAF file should contain species in the VCF. The software will look for
the corresponding MAF file from the directory where the input file is located.
If Ancestral alleles inferred from outgroup be selected. Outgroup information panel
would be usable, which enable researchers to set name of the reference genome and
the outer genome (genome assembly).

HKA score
This method calculates the statistics of neutrality by incorporating another population
from different species (7, 8). This module needs to provide an individual name file for
different population. The user needs to put the individual name and end the file with
a .txt suffix.
Information sites means that substitutions between populations or within-populations
polymorphisms. If substitutions between populations (divergence) is 0, we also
remove the window. If substitutions within-populations is 0, we set it as 0.1 to take
advantage of its full information.

PBS value
This method calculates the statistics of neutrality by incorporating two different
species groups of the same species (9). This module needs three files for three
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different populations. The user needs to put the individual names and end the file with
a .txt suffix. The first population is the target one to infer positive selection.
SNP Density threshold means that minimum SNP frequencies where the sites are
considered if they satisfy greater than (1.0 - P00). P00 is the frequency of monotypic
sites in a genomic region.

FST Static
Calculate fixation index (10) between two populations. This module needs to provide
an individual name file for different population. The user needs to put the individual
name and end the file with a .txt suffix.

Transcriptomic
circRNA viewer
This module visualizes de novo identified circRNA genesis procedures (11-13). The
walkthrough tutorial has a nearly complete explanation for this module. Here is a
summary for the Filter parameters column on left side. The main operation here is to
filter out the circRNA that does not meet the conditions required by the user. Each
parameter can be found in the software tooltip.
Filter parameter

Annotation

min expression

The minimum expression (BSJ reads number) of
circRNA. Default 10.

max expression

The maximum expression (BSJ reads number) of
circRNA. Default 999999999.

top total expression

Only the top expression circRNA that contain X% of
BSJ reads.

top expression

Only the expression top X% of circRNA.

max isoform

The maxium number of considering isoform, default
10. High value will make the quantification slower.

chr-region

Circular RNA that locate this region will be included.
Default “”, no limitation.
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RNA-seq data analysis
The software's RNA-seq analysis module allows for downstream analysis: finding
differentially expressed genes.
First you need to provide a data file with a suffix of .rnaExp and the data inside is a
matrix of expressions, such as FPKM. The row name indicates the gene, and the
column name is the different experimental conditions. If there is missing data, we will
discard this line. Next, a text file containing sample information is provided, each row
of the file corresponding to the column name of the expression matrix.
This file contains column names to classify data into two groups. Here is an example:
GSM146300
GSM146308
GSM146310
GSM146312
GSM146314
GSM146334
Currently we support the analysis of differential gene expression for data generated
under the two conditions. We execute the following process with the sample files to
demonstrate the process:
Import the simulate.rnaExp file and click the Open button in the middle information
area to import the text file simulateSampleInfo.txt containing the sample information.
Otherwise you will not be able to enter the module.
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Then you can set the differential significant test method and fold change statistic
calculation method. After you run the analysis procedure, in interactive volcano plot
will be display.
Click the DEG-RNA seq button to enter the graph module. We will use the volcano
map to show the final result. A total of parameters are included, the first one is the
method of differential expression. Now we provide t test and wilcoxon signed rank
test. The second is the method of calculating Fold change, we have three calculation
methods to choose from. Below is the resulting map, which is also highly interactive
and operates like the DEG-mass specturm module.

Protein omics
All parameter statements of proteomic data analysis can be found in the module’s
tooltip when you mouse hovering over “?” label. This analysis method mainly
includes the following parameters. Please refer for
http://bioinfo.sibs.ac.cn/shaolab/MAP/index.php details. In order to cite method,
please cite this(14).
Parameter

Annotation

Norm flag

/

Win size

Size of the sliding window to scan the
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ratio-intensity plot (similar to the
M-A plot widely used for microarray
data analysis). By default: 400
proteins.
Step size

Step size of the sliding window. By
default: 100 proteins.

central

The fraction of proteins with the
weakest intensity changes of each
window used to model technical
variations. They are assumed to be
predominantly comprised of
non-differentially expressed proteins.
By
default: 50% (values higher than 60% or
lower than 30% is not
recommended).

Part 3: Visualizing and Exploring Data
eGPS tree viewer
This is a highly interactive phylogenetic tree viewer. A rich tree decorating operations,
such as tree layouts, zooming, rotating, clade annotating, bootstrap values displaying,
branches and leaf labels decorating, tree shape modification, un-do/re-do and high
quality outputs are implemented by the eGPS and most operations can be completed
by simple mouse clicking and dragging actions. In addition, the tree edits can be
saved for future session. eGPS has a user-friendly interface and it can easily
handle/color/label a tree with a very large number of species/taxa.
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Toolbar

The toolbar of Tree viewer is composed of five parts. The first part includes opening
input file (Because the input files eGPS are unified managed in Data Panel, this
button will be disable when this tab is activated), saving and printing current tree. The
second part contains cutting, copying, deleting and pasting internal node or leaf. The
third part has two button for zoom in and zoom out the tree. The forth part includes
the functions of un-do and re-do, which makes users easily to see the effect of
decoration or revision. Additionally, the functionalities of first four parts are the same
as corresponding menu items in menu bar. The role of fourth part is formatting branch
and leaf labels. The font face and font size of selected leaf labels can be changed by
selecting specific item. The color of selected branch and leaf labels can be changed by
selecting specific color.

Left-side operations navigating bar
The left-side operations navigating bar contains the operations implemented by tree
viewer, such as tree layouts, zooming and rotating, selecting and formatting of
branches and leaf labels, clade annotating and bootstrap values displaying, etc.
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Tree layouts
The eGPS incorporates a number of tree layouts, i.e., rectangular, slanted, circular
(internal and external) or radial cladograms and rectangular, circular (external) or
radial phylograms. Each toggle button represents one layout and current selected
button is highlighted. The buttons for making phylograms will be automatically
enabled or disabled according to whether the information of branch lengths is
available or not.
Different zooming in/out and rotating strategies are
available for different layouts. Horizontal and Vertical
Zooming In/Out are only available for rectangular or
slanted layouts. Whole Zooming In/Out is available for all
layouts. Additionally, the user can redo the edits using redo
button.
For rectangular or slanted layouts, 90-degree rotating
operations are available. For circular or radial layouts,
arbitrary degree between 0 and 360 rotating operations are available. The user can
input or drag the cursor to specific degree.
Furthermore, the user can drag the tree to any position with holding down the mouse,
and this is a convenient adjustment after zooming or rotating.

Operations
After clicking to select the internal node (a light blue rectangle appears), the whole
clade, only branch or only leaf labels can be selected by
clicking ‘Select Clade’ button ( ), ‘Select Branches’ button
( ) or ‘Select Leaf Labels’ button ( ), respectively. The
‘Swap Leaf Labels’ button ( ) is used to display leaf labels
in a reverse order and this operation is defined as one of tree shape modification
operations.
The ‘Ladderize Up’ button (
clade.

) is used to ladderize up the whole tree or specific
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The ‘Ladderize Down’ button ( ) is used to ladderize down the whole tree or
specific clade. To ladderize up/down the whole tree, the tree root should be selected
first. And the internal node of specific clade should be selected to ladderize up/down
the specific clade. Ladderizing up and down operations are defined as two of tree
shape modification operations.
The ‘Search’ button ( ) opens the following dialog to search specific leaf labels. It is
very useful when the number of species/taxa in the tree is large. The user can select
leaf labels in pull-down menu (The ‘All leaf labels’ item in pull-down menu is used to
select all leaf labels, which will result in selecting the whole labels), or they can type
in the text box to search leaf labels. Multiple leaf labels can be selected automatically
based on regular expression.

Display
After clicking to select the branch (two light blue small rectangles appear), the
branch width and style of selected branch can be changed easily by clicking
buttons showed in left picture. By default, clicking these buttons will change the
width or style of all tree branches. Tree view provides three different branch
styles, and the user can click the branch style button one or more times to change
branch style successively.
After clicking to select (a light blue border
appears) the leaf label, the font face and font size of selected leaf label can
be changed by selecting specific item in toolbar. Additionally, the buttons showed in
left picture can be used to increase/decrease the font size, make the selected leaf label
bold or italicize the selected leaf label. To unselect the specific leaf label, the user can
click the blank area near the label. By default, these buttons will change the style of
all leaf labels.
Multiple branches or leaf labels can be selected by holding
down the Ctrl key while clicking them (The most convenient
way to select the whole tree is using the searching dialog. Then
the colors and other properties of selected branches or leaf
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labels can be modified simultaneously. By default, the color of branches or leaf labels
of whole tree will be changed.
If the information of bootstrap values is available, a dialog will appear after
clicking the ‘Show or Hide Bootstrap Values’ button ( ).

In numeric view, bootstrap values are showed as numbers. Thermometric view
graphically displays the bootstrap value in a two colored thermometer, and the colors
of thermometer can be changed easily. In three-interval view, bootstrap values will be
divided into three groups according to their values. Each group is then represented as
a colored circle. As expected, the colors of thermometer and the circles representing
three groups can be specified by user. The ‘Only for right panel’ option is used to
confirm whether to show bootstrap values only in right panel or not.
The ‘Turn on or off Leaf Labels’ button ( ) is used to turn on or off the leaf labels of
whole tree. If the total number of leaves is larger than one hundred, the leaf labels are
turned off automatically.
The ‘Turn on or off Branch Length’ button ( ) is used to turn on or off the branch
length if the information of branch length is available.
The ‘Turn on or off Root’ button (
rectangular layout.

) is used to turn on or off the root edge for

Popup menu
eGPS provides three popup menus, which are used to extend the functionalities or
implement the functionalities in different ways.
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Leaf popup menu
Clicking the leaf label to select it (a light blue border appears), and the popup menu
for the current leaf will show after right clicking.
The leaf popup menu includes the following items.

✓ The ‘Rename…’ item provides a dialog to input new name of the current leaf.
✓ The ‘Recolor…’ item opens a dialog to select new color for the current leaf label.
The utility of this item is equivalent to the color button in toolbar.
✓ The ‘Addicon…’ item provides a dialog to add a leaf icon. The leaf icon can be
added to make the tree more illustrative. The ‘Only for right panel’ option is used
to confirm whether to show leaf icon only in right panel or not (see 4.2). See 5.3d
for an example.

✓ The ‘Swap with sibling’ item is used to swap the current leaf with its sibling leaf.
This operation is defined as one of tree shape modification operations.
✓ The ‘Hide label’ item is used to turn off the current leaf label.
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✓ The ‘Hide other labels’ item is used to turn off the labels of other leaves. ‘Show
or hide leaf labels’ button ( ) in left-side operations navigating bar is used to
turn on or off all leaf labels.
✓ The ‘Cut’, ‘Copy’, ‘Paste’ and ‘Delete’ items have the same functionalities as the
corresponding menu items in the menu bar or toolbar.
✓ The ‘New sibling as new leaf...’ item opens the following dialog to add sibling
leaves. ‘Add sibling’ button is used to add a new sibling leaf. ‘Delete sibling’
button is used to delete a sibling leaf. At least one sibling leaf should be added. If
the information of branch length is available, the ‘Branch length’ text field is not
allowed to be null. This operation is defined as one of tree shape modification
operations.

✓ The ‘New children as new leaf...’ item opens the following dialog to add children
for current leaf. ‘Add child’ button is used to add a new child. ‘Delete child’
button is used to delete a child. At least two children should be added. If the
information of branch length is available, the ‘Branch length’ text fields are not
allowed to be null. This operation is defined as one of tree shape modification
operations.

✓ The ‘Reroot’ item is to do a mid-point rooting using current selected leaf.

Internal node popup menu
Clicking the internal node to select it (a light blue rectangle appears), the popup menu
for the current internal node will show after right clicking. The internal node is in the
place of the intersections of branches. When the mouse cursor is hovering over, the
additional information about the internal node is showing.
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The internal node popup menu includes the following items.

✓ The ‘Select clade’ item selects the branches and leaf labels of current clade.
✓ The ‘Select all branches’ item selects the branches of current clade.
✓ The ‘Select all leaf labels’ item selects the leaf labels of current clade. The above
items make multiple selections much convenient and they have the same
functionalities as corresponding buttons in the left-side operations navigating bar.
✓ The ‘Show clade in another tab’ item creates a new tab in right-side displaying
✓
✓
✓

✓

panel. And the new tab displays the clade as a tree.
The ‘Cut’, ‘Copy’, ‘Paste’ and ‘Delete’ items have the same functionalities as the
corresponding menu items in the menu bar or toolbar.
The ‘Turn on/off leaf labels’ item is used to turn on or off the leaf labels of
current clade.
The ‘Swap the outset leaves’ item is used to swap the first child with the last
child of current internal node. This operation is defined as one of tree shape
modification operations.
The ‘New sibling…’ item opens the following dialog to add sibling internal node
for current internal node. The children number of sibling internal node can be
modified easily by clicking ‘Add child’ or ‘Delete child’ buttons. And the
minimum number of children is two. If the information of branch length is
available, the branch lengths of new added internal nodes and their children must
be specified. This operation is defined as one of tree shape modification
operations.
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✓ The ‘Reroot’ item is to do a mid-point rooting using current selected internal
node.
✓ The ‘Ladderize up’ item is used to ladderize up the current clade.
✓ The ‘Ladderize down’ item is used to ladderize down the current clade.
✓ The ‘Annotation’ item provides the dialog (a) to annotate internal node. For all
layouts, ‘Internal node’ annotation (b) is used to annotate the internal node.
Parameters, such as shape style, the color and font of annotation text can be
specified to achieve desired plot. For rectangular and slanted layouts, it is easy to
draw bars and annotation text on the side of a clade using ‘Rightside’ annotation
(c). Additionally, ‘Both’ of the two annotations can be specified (d) or deleted (a).
The ‘Only for right panel’ option is used to confirm whether to show annotations
only in right panel (see above) or not.

Leaf icon popup menu
If the leaf icon has been added, the leaf icon popup menu will appear after right
clicking the icon.

The leaf icon popup menu includes two items.
✓ The ‘Reset icon’ item opens a dialog to reset icon. The source, width and height
of leaf icon can be reset easily.

✓ The ‘Remove icon’ item removes the leaf icon.
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Viewing alignment
The guidance course has given full information on how to use, please see the
guidance course: View alignment.

Viewing evolutionary distance
When the software shows the pairwise evolutionary genetic
distance, Decimal places can specify the number of display
digits for the decimal point. Upper right and Lower left can
display the position of the distance matrix, above or below
the left.

Viewing genomic location in genome browser
Genomic region and candidate to genome browser
The omics analysis method can get a lot of significant genomic regions and candidate
genes. Take the advantage of eGPS, users can jump from these places to the genome
browser.
Clicking Option | Preference | genome browser, we can set parameters in the
preference panel.
The Favorite genome browser option allows you to choose the genome browser. Now
we support the UCSC and Ensembl browsers and their mirrors. At the same time, the
user needs to select a query species which needs to be supported by the corresponding
genome browser.

Make heatmap
Heatmaps, dot plots, line plots, and Venn diagrams are commonly used data
visualization methods.
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The basics of heatmap:
For a data matrix M = {x_ij}, let min be the minimum of the matrix M and max be the
maximum of M. Then define a gradient color bar, for example from white to red.
Then the color corresponding to min is white, max corresponds to red, and the other
values x_ij display corresponding colors according to linear correspondence. This is
the heatmap, in principle, nothing more!
So, for a heat map, some operations are absolutely meaningless: for example
1) Drag a piece out of the heatmap.
2) We change the color of a piece of cell in the heatmap.
The default interface display parameters of the heat map are: the border of each cell,
the row name, the column name and the legend.

Description of the parameter bar on the left

The first one is adaptive button. When you change the
window size, you can press this button to
automatically adapt to the window. The second is to
re-set all parameters to the default state. The third is
the transpose of the input matrix. The fourth is to re-read the file to generate a new
heat map. This option is specially created for the command line. The user can directly
modify the drawing parameters and re-read the file, so that multiple parameters can be
changed at one time. The fifth is a color scheme that randomly generates heat maps.
The sixth is to store the current parameters and data, similar to the save when playing
games, the sixth is to restore, you can directly restore after saving data. The seventh is
to import the evolution tree file, and arrange the
evolution tree on the left side. Note that the OUT
tree's OUT name and number are consistent with
all row names.
The Cell Properties column has been added to
adjust the color and shape of each cell.
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Data Transformation: There are a variety of data transformation for each row, if you
need to transform the line, please transpose first.
Z-score is a standard normalization transform; Min-Max scaling with (x_ij –min) /
(max - min) formula; there are also conventional log transforms and Cox-Box
transforms. The strategy we now implement for the last transformation is : When the
row data is all greater than 0, the lambda takes the values {-2, -1.5, -1, -0.5, 0, 0.5, 1,
1.5, 2} in turn, and then uses the Kolmogorov Smirnov Test to test the normality of
the data. Take the most normal lambda value and finally give the average.

Cluster options: is an option for clustering.
There are three main types of parameters
here. The first one is hierarchical
clustering. The change of component
values in Element triggers the clustering
operation. Users can choose to cluster
rows, columns, or both. Hierarchical
clustering has two important parameters,
including the calculation method of the
distance matrix and the Linkage method.
The Keep original order option indicates
whether the tree of the cluster is to be
ladderized. If the original order is maintained, then this step is not performed.
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The second is K-means clustering, after
setting the parameters : Number of
clusters, Maximun iterations and the
distance between each vector. Similarly,
clustering can be triggered by changes to
component values in Element. The results
of K-means will be displayed like row
annotations.
The third is the color and thickness of the
line for hierarchical clustering.

Display is an option for visual effects:
The first is Data values , which indicates
whether to display the value of each
heatmap grid. A change in the component
value in Value status triggers a change in
the heatmap. Number of decimals indicates
the number of decimal places displayed;
Partial bounds factor is set for the Partial
Ori. and Partial Pre. options. When this
option is selected: minValue<= x <=
minValue + factor and maxValue - factor
<= x <= maxValue will be displayed. This
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option is primarily aimed at people who are often interested in extreme values.
The second is the Border option. Clicking on the Check box component will trigger
an update. The user can click the Col button to change the color.
The third is the Legend option. Clicking on the Check box component will trigger an
update. The size of the Legend is drawn according to the length and width set.
The fourth and fifth operations are on row and column names. Clicking on the Check
box component will trigger an update. These operations are based on the angle of
rotation, font, and color.
The sixth is to configure the shape and color of the grid. The most important color
scheme for the heat map can be set here. We have preset some color schemes, and we
support users to do their own color matching. You can configure the color yourself by
selecting the costumed option. See below for detailed usage.

Heatmap color scheme designer

The color scheme designer in the heatmap module can be toggled when you click the
Cell → Color scheme → costumed parameter in the display options parameter bar.
The top layer is a preview of the
gradient color, which can be
previewed directly after configuring
the color.
This is followed by a color allocator
that allows the user to add or remove
color coordinates, and each color
coordinate can be re-set. In particular,
we implemented a full-screen color
picker that allows users to pick colors
from other places.
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Below is a default color picker that takes colors from the sample, HSV, HSL, RGB,
CMYK sub-sections.
The finished color will show a preview here.
Finally, the corresponding button, Screen color picker can change the global color
selector, followed by the RGB value of a color. Clicking the OK button will apply the
current gradient on the heat map.

In the final Layout option bar, we
currently implement the rectangular
layout, because our heat map itself is
highly interactive, so here are just some
of the results of the current assignment.

A new circular layout is added to circularize the heat map.

Interactive operations:
The interactive function of the heat map is described below. We will take the heat
map after importing the testData_withParameters.eheatmap file as an example.
When the mouse clicks on the node of the cluster tree, you can select the
corresponding cluster. The following menu will pop up when you right click:
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The first one is a new comment, and the CellType and GeneClass on the right are
comments. The new tree on the left will be displayed as a line comment, and the tree
above will be added as a column comment. The second is to output the cluster
information, which will be output as a single file in the form of a row name or column
name. The third and fourth are to remove the comment, the fifth and sixth are to
remove the gap.
When the mouse clicks on the comment label in the figure, the selected state is
displayed, and pressing the "Delete" button deletes the single comment.
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When the mouse clicks on the grid, the activation status is displayed. Drag and drop
the grid to add gaps when the selection state is activated.

You can also set a comment label when you drag and drop a batch to select a row or
column name. The difference is that it has more features that can be loaded into
existing tags.
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Features of the heatmap:

This module has the following features:
To be able to transform data, including: 1) transposition; 2) various normalized
transformations
Support visualization of large matrices
Support for adding labels to rows or columns
Support hierarchical clustering, K-means clustering.
You can import phylogenetic trees and coexist with heat maps
Support add block and gap conveniently
Highly interactive, drag and drop graphic elements
A good color configurator to set the color scheme
It can also be scripted and run like a command line.
Specific animation demonstrations can be accessed directly into Bilibili:
Https://space.bilibili.com/479371629/channel/detail?cid=92544
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Text editor
As a comprehensive software, eGPS has its own editor.
For biological data, a single file often exceeds one G. A lot of times I want to see
what's inside, but when I drag it into the software, it doesn't respond because the file
is too large.
Now that we have the editor module for eGPS, theoretically any text file can be
viewed by us. For example, we are now dragging a 10 G file in VCF format, note that
it is 10 G! Then drag in eGPS, the interface is as shown below.

The first time you enter the module interface, we can view the large files normally
after the index is created.
Not only that, our Text editor also supports editing operations, and you can save
changes after editing. Editing operations include copying, cutting, pasting, deleting,
undoing, changing, etc. are allowed. Besides, we also supports global replacement and
jumps to specific line.
For example, let's try another 1.6 G fasta text file, we can drag it to the last 20 million
lines smoothly.
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Click File -> Save As to save the file.
Click Edit -> Find/Replace to bring up the search panel for searching.

Click Edit -> Go to line to call up the line jump panel.

Venn diagram:
The principle of the Venn diagram
There are several sets, and the graph showing the relations of intersection, difference,
union, etc. with one graph is the Venn graph.
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There are generally two types of Venn diagrams, which are traditionally formed by
the arrangement and combination of various circles. There is also the Upset chart, a
graphic that has emerged in the past few years. When there are too many collections
displayed, the former is no longer applicable. However, the traditional Venn diagram
also has its benefits. When 2-3 sets are displayed, they can be displayed according to
their size, and their inclusion and cross relations are more intuitive.
The input format of this module is a text file separated by a Tab separator, which
can be divided into two specific types according to the different set elements. The first
is the String type, below is an example content:
set1 a
set2 a
set3 a

b
b
b

c
c
c

d
h
k

e
i
l

f g
j
m n

The first column is fixed as a collection name, and there are several columns as
specific elements.
The second is the Genomic Region type, below is an example content:
Set1
Set2
Set3

chr1,100,201
chr2,301,401
chr2,301,401

chr1,200,301
chr2,501,600
chr4,450,500

chr2,301,401
chr3,300,401

chr2,501,600
chr4,450,500

This type of difference between String is that all elements are a comma-separated
genomic region.

Get started quickly:
If you don't want to see the text description, please go to ( the video is based on v1.8)
[Bilibili] (https://space.bilibili.com/479371629/channel/detail?cid=95839)
The first step is to open the software and click iTools -> Venn diagram in the menu
bar to enter the module.
After entering the module interface:
1. Input data
There are two ways to enter data:
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The first is to import from a file. Click the Import file button to pop up a dialog box.
Hover over the button to see the format the input file should have. Note that before
importing data, you need to choose whether your content is Single string or Genomic
regions as needed.
The second is a very convenient and quick way, just paste the string in the input box
of the content panel.
If you want to see sample data, please click the Display next example button directly.
After entering the data, click the View venn diagram on the left to enter the
visualization interface.
2. Parameter setting
The first shown is the Classical venn plot.

Click
button or click the Upset plot button on the left tab side to enter the Upset
plot visualization interface. All the buttons on the left control panel are interactive,
you can click directly to see the effect, so I won’t repeat them here.
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For the functions of the Exporary Analysis, please see the introduction below.
For first-time users, there is also a tab of Plain text info., where the intersection of
multiple sets is directly displayed in the form of a string. At the top we also provide
the Jarcard index, which is used to characterize the similarity of the input sets.

3. Save the picture
Click the save button on the toolbar to save. We support png, svg, pdf and other
formats.
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Advantages of eGPS
So, what advantages do we have? Simple, convenient, interactive, and low learning
costs!
1. Flexible and convenient data input and quick switching of two forms of Venn
diagrams
As the title states, data input and plotting complement each other. "What you see is
what you get."
2. Not only simple strings, but also genomic intervals
Users can select Genomic region in the input panel, then click Display example to see
the effect of this feature.
The principle of this function: Functionally, it only changes the determination of the
equality rule in the string of the simple string. Originally, it was compared whether
the contents of two strings are the same, but now it becomes whether the two intervals
to be compared are overlapping.
3. Graphics are highly interactive, not static pictures
Convenient operation

The first selection box: whether to display the pie chart in the upper left corner
Pie chart drawing principle: the inner gray circle represents the union of all sets. Each
circle on the outside represents the distribution of each set on the union. The rings
from the outside to the inside correspond to the left bar from bottom to top,
respectively.
The second selection box: whether to show the legend
The third selection box: whether to display the specific value of the above column.
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The first button: adaptive screen, when changing the size of the software window,
click this button to re-draw the picture.
Second button: Randomize all column colors.
The third button: delete all the columns with a value of 0 above.
The fourth button: find the collection where the element is located. If it is in the
collection, it will appear in the selected form.
Display Options

These effects of operations are just as its name.
We also support interactive operations in the graphics area:
Left-click to set the selected state of several elements, and support Ctrl key selection.
After selecting, click the change color option on the toolbar to change the color. The
following figure is the operation interface for changing colors.
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Right-click on a circle or vertical post to mark the intersection of the targets with a
pentagram.
Double-click the vertical column or circle to display the specific element content.
Double-click title and name to change the content.
Traditional Venn diagrams can be selected by clicking on the legend.
Interaction of traditional Venn diagram
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Support interactive drag and drop graphics, suitable for fine-tuning some visual
elements.
4. Support exploratory analysis
Exploratory analysis is mainly aimed at the following requirements: Suppose N sets
are imported, the user wants to see the intersection of the first and second sets, or the
user wants to see the first set after removing the second set of elements Situation ...
and so on.
Click the Enable analysis checkbox in the Exploratory Analysis column. Enable
exploratory analysis.
The first step is to select the use of a particular set. There are three cases in total:
intersect with the elements of this set, remove the elements of this set, and ignore this
set.
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Step 2: Click Add item to increase the result, click remove last item to remove the last
result, and click clear to remove all results.
5. Traditional Venn chart is optimized for size display
When visualizing a traditional Venn diagram for 2-3 collections, we support the
display content to be consistent with the collection size.

Traditional Venn diagram visualization of 2-3 collections
It is worth mentioning that this display of our three sets has been optimized to handle
a relatively large number of inclusions and crossover relationships.

Scatter plot for MA plot
Import test data in the data panel PROTEOMICS/ maPlot/ complex.four.column.txt
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Click Tools -> MA Plot to enter the module.

Click Log transformation to perform log transformation and generate a formal MA
plot.
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Tanglegram
This module is mainly used to compare two phylogenetic trees.

Run with GUI：

Enter the module by clicking iTools -> tanglegram view.
To use this module, you only need to input two files in nwk format, and you can
choose to enter the outgroup in the parameter panel. If you do not join the outgroup,
the program will directly read the data and visualization. After entering the name of
the outgroup, the program will first re-root the node according to the name, and then
rearrange the tree.
The user can also adjust the Name font to get a more ideal effect.
Click the View tanglegram button to display the graph.

Run with command line:
$libPath is the JAVA lib, following is the command line :
java -cp "$libPath"
egps.module.evoltree.graphics.QuickCompareTwoTreeCLI

Sankey diagram
The Sankey diagram is mainly composed of rectangular nodes and flow lines. The
thickness of the flow line represents the specific value of the quantity of the flow.
Currently, eGPS supports drawing multiple columns of rectangular nodes and
corresponding flow lines. In theory, as long as the screen is wide enough, unlimited
columns can be allowed.
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How to use
Enter the module by clicking iTools -> Sankey plot in the menu.
For the first time user, you can click the Display examples button in the lower right
corner of the interface to view the sample data and click again to switch between
different types of data. We provide an input box that is convenient for users to input
information directly. Users can directly input the text in each box. The Add set item
button means to add a column, Remove last item means to subtract a column, and
Remove all sets means to delete all data.
Click on the Sankey plot tab (Tab) on the left to enter the Sankey plot interface. Note:
When no data input, an error will occur when click the tab.
In addition to directly inputting data through an interactive interface, the software also
supports direct importing of data in text format. The file needs to separate the
elements of each column with the Tab key. The following content can be used as a
sample file.
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
3
3
3
3
3
4
4
4
4
4

a
a
b
d
d
c
c
c
c
b
b
b
a
a
a
e
e

3q
3q
5q
5q
4q
4q
4q
1q
1q
1q
2q
2q
2q
2q
2q
3q
3q

After importing the file, the interface will auto refresh.
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Sankey plot tab operation instructions:

Convenient Operation panel
This panel provides two operations:
Color resource represents the color of the flow line. It can be set to Left to indicate
that it is drawn according to the color on the left; or set to Right to indicate that it is
drawn according to the color on the right; it can also be set to Gradient to indicate that
it is drawn by gradient.
Random color means to randomly set the color of the current rectangular nodes,
which is used to switch various color schemes.
Display Options panel
Bar width: The width of the node rectangle.
Transparency: The transparency of the middle flow line.
Title font: The font of the column where the node is located.
Name font: The font of the rectangle where the node is located.
The software also adds a function to interactively set the color of the rectangle where
the node is located. Please follow this procedure to adjust: Click the target rectangle
area, and then click the color setting button on the toolbar to select the corresponding
color.
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Genomic mutation presenter
This module is designed for mutation visualization and it contains following
elements:
1.
2.
3.
4.

The coordinate system of the genome
Regions in the genome (e.g., gene structure)
Region-to-mutation connecting line
Mutations

The final visual effect is shown as below:
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The module can be run in two ways: command line and simple graphical
interface.

Command line
Run mode：java -cp "eGPS_lib/*” egps.module.genomicmutpre.CMD –input input.txt
–w 800 –h 600 –out out.pdf
An example（’$’ is the terminal prompt）：
$ java -cp "eGPS_lib/*” egps.module.genomicmutpre.CMD -input example1.txt -w
800 -h 600 -out out.pdf

Simple graphical interface
Instructions
Click “iTools -> Genomic Mutation Presenter” to enter the module. The module
interface is shown as the following diagram. On the left is the data entry and
parameter setting panel, and on the right is the image display panel. Click the
Example button and then click the Execute button to plot based on the example data.
Click the Example button multiple times to see different examples.

A textbox for data entering. Users can
paste data in directly or input data
through the menu bar.

Example

The final image

Refresh

Data format and description of related parameters
1. General description
（1） Lines start with '#' is annotation, start with '$' is parameter.
（2） For table-like data, each column is separated with tab key.
（3） Blank line will be ignored.
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（4） Creates a color with red, green, blue, and alpha values in the range (0 - 255).
E.g 0,0,0,255
（5） Creates a font with name, style and size values. Style can be PLAIN(0),
BOLD(1), ITALIC(2), or BOLD+ITALIC(3). E.g Arial,0,12
2. Axis settings
（1）$axis:title=The Defining SNPs of Two VOC (Set the title content)
（2）$axis:titleFont=Arial,0,18 （Set the title font）
（3）$axis:titleColor=0,0,0,255 （Set the title color）
（4）$axis:labelFont=Arial,0,12 （Set the tick font）
（5）$axis:axisLineWidth=1.2 （Set the axis thickness）
（6）$axis:tickSize=8 （Set the tick number）
3. Genomic region settings
（1）$region:axisToRegionVerticalGap=40 （Set the vertical distance from genomic
region to the coordinate axis）
（2）$region:showMutationVerticalLine=true （Set whether the vertical lines for
mutations are displayed）
（3）$region:regionLabelFont=Arial,0,12 （Set the region label font）
（4）$region:regionLabelColor=120,0,0,255 （Set the region label color）
（5）$region:roundRectangularCurvature=15 （Sets the curvature of the rounded
rectangle. When the value is 0, a rectangle will be displayed.）
（6）$region:hasRegionBorder=true （Sets whether the border of regions is drawn）
（7）$region:regionBorderColor=0,0,0,255 （Set the border color）
（8）$region:regionBorderLineWidth=0.2 （Set the border line thickness）
（9）$region:height=40 （Set the height of the region rectangle）
4. Connecting line settings
（1）$connectingLine:connectingLineWidth=1 （Set the line thickness of the
connecting line）
（2）$connectingLine:connectingLineColor=110,0,0,255 （Set the color of the
connecting line）
（3）$connectingLine:curvature=0.6 （Sets the curvature of the connecting line,
which is reflected in the curvature of the Bézier curve）
（4）$connectingLine:verticalSpacing=200 （Sets the vertical height of the area）
（5）$connectingLine:special （Specifically set the thickness and color of certain
curves, using table-like data）
The connecting line special setting consists of four columns. The first column is the
position where this special setting begins. The second column is the position where
this special setting ends. The third column is the curve thickness. The fourth column
is the curve color.
5. Mutation information settings
（1）$mutation:rotationDegree=0 （Set the mutation label rotation angle）
（2）$mutation:font=Arial,0,12 （Set the mutation label font）
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（3）$totalLength=1273 （Set the genomic whole length）
（4）$regionInfo （Set genomic regions）
The mutation information is table-like data and consists of four columns. The first
column is the name of the gene. The second column is the start position of the gene.
The third column is the end position of the gene. The fourth column is the drawing
color of the gene.
An example：
# name startPosition endPosition
color
NTD 13 304 0,0,100,50
RBD 319 541 100,0,0,50
S1/S2 cleavage region
543 1208
0,100,0,50
CoV_S2_C 1233
1273
0,234,234,55
（5）$mutation:showPositionCoordinate=true (whether visualize the Coordinate
information)
（6）$mutation:position:rotationDegree=90 (Set the position rotation angle in
Coordinate)
（7）$mutation:showConsensusAnnotation=true (Whether highlight the consensus
mutations of each variants)
（8）$mutationInfo （Set mutation information）
This section has three setting ways: directly input, input mutation information file and
input alignment file.
⚫ Directly input
Information of multiple variants can be entered and the final displayed sites are the
union of the mutations of all variants. Each variant needs a variant description line
and followed the variant description line is the mutation information. The mutation
information consists of three columns. The first column is the position of the mutation.
The second column is the color of the marker. The third column is the annotation
information displayed.
An example：
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variant=Delta VOC
# position
color
annotation
69 254,0,0,255 HV69144 254,0,0,255 Y144501 0,0,0,255 N501Y
570 0,0,0,255 A570D
681 0,254,0,255 P681H
716 0,0,0,255 T716I
982 0,0,0,255 S982A
1118
0,0,0,255 D1118H
variant=Alpha VOC
# position
color
annotation
19 0,0,0,255 T19R
452 0,254,0,255 L452R
478 0,0,0,255 T478K
681 0,254,0,255 P681R
950 0,0,0,255 D950N

⚫ Input mutation information file
mutationFile=/mutationInfoFile.txt
The “mutationInfoFile” format is one variant per line, and each line is formatted as
“Name of variant:mut1,mut2…”
An example:
$mutationInfo
mutationsFile=config/bioData/genomicMuts/variant_of_cumulatedMuts_forVisulize.txt

Users can go to the software installation directory to view the file.
⚫ Input alignment file
alignmnetFile=/alignmentFile.fas
The “alignmentFile” should be in fasta format.
An example：
$mutationInfo
alignmnetFile=config/bioData/genomicMuts/example.longAlignedFasta_2.fas

Users can go to the software installation directory to view the file.
Note：
1. There is no limit to the position of the genomic regions. If there is nesting, the
genomic region in the following line will cover the one in preceding line. Users
can show the nested genomic regions by setting the transparency.
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2. The position of mutation characters can be adjusted by clicking and dragging.
You can save the picture and related parameter settings file by the Click the “Save”
button on the toolbar.

Part 4: Evolutionary Analysis
Pipeline to reconstruct phylogenetic tree
The pipeline of constructing a phylogenetic tree by distance method is to perform
multiple alignment on multiple sequences first, and then calculate the paired genetic
distance matrix from the obtained multiple sequence alignment. Finally construct a
phylogenetic tree through this genetic distance.
Now eGPS supports the construction of phylogenetic trees from multiple sequence
alignments and genetic distances. All settings for building a phylogenetic tree are in
Preferences, which you can set by clicking Options | Preferences.
If you input an aligned fasta file, you can click on the Genetic distance node to select
the parameters of intersect. The following table is a description of each of the
currently available parameters.
Estimate variance

Use this to specify whether to compute
Distances only or Distances and
Standard Errors. Currently, we support
to estimate variance with bootstrap. If
you select the latter, then you also need
to set Bootstrap replications (e.g. 200).

Substitution model

eGPS can handle nucleotide sequence
evolutionary distance, and also consider
both transition and transversion. We
offer several model/methods for user
(15, 16).

Gap/missing data treatment

These are options for handling gaps or
missing data. You may choose to
remove all sites containing alignment
gaps and missing information before the
calculation begins (Complete-deletion
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option). Otherwise, you may choose to
retain all such sites initially, excluding
them as necessary in the pairwise
distance estimation (Pairwise-deletion
option), alternatively you may use
Partial Deletion (Site coverage) as a
percentage.
eGPS provides following models/methods to estimate genetic distances:
Number of differences, p distance (the ratio of difference to validate length), The ratio
of transversion to difference, distance of Kimura 2-parameter model (17), distance of
jukes-cantor model (18), distance of Tajima Nei model (19), distance of Tamura Nei
(20), distance of Tamura 3-parameter model (21) .

Then click Tree build method node to construct NJ tree (22)、Swift NJ tree (23) or
UPGMA tree.
If researchers input an evolutionary distance file (.dist file), then you can directly
enter Tree build method node, setting suitable parameters and click build tree button
in the method area.
Besides, researchers are also allowed to reconstruct the tree from whole genome
multiple sequence alignment by importing an MAF format file with selected species.
File format specification
1. Alignment: a simple aligned fasta format.
2. Distance data: we design the file format compatible with the Phylip format.
Input distance data example: every element is separate with tab or space separator.
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# some annotation
5
A 0 0.131646
0.095159
0.126667
0.118657
B 0.131646
0 0.077834
0.102978
0.086919
C 0.095159
0.077834
0 0.023185
0.021227
D 0.126667
0.102978
0.023185
0
0.006619
E 0.118657
0.086919
0.021227
0.006619
0
First validate line only contains an integer indicate the number of OUTs.
Following line start with an OUT name and elements of a square matrix. The square
matrix is symmetric matrix with diagonal element is 0.
Note: OUT name should not contain any separator.
While the output data is all separate with tab.

Candidate gene to evolutionary analysis
Through clicking Option | Preference
We can set Genetic distance and Tree build method parameters so users can
conveniently jump omics analysis to evolutionary analysis. Current eGPS has
following approaches to jump:
Approach

Annotation

Picture

Protein omic to
phylogenetic

Click point of interest to
build tree.

RNA-seq to phylogenetic

Click point of interest to
build tree.

circRNA viewer to
phylogenetic

Click rectangular of
interest to build tree.
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Genomic analysis results

Click point of interest to

to phylogenetic

build tree.

Gene to gene tree

Directly enter genomic
location or gene name.

In order to build phylogenetic tree, the eGPS desktop obtain data from the eGPS
cloud or Ensembl alignment REST (24).
Click Connection node to set the maximum time to waiting when connecting and
transferring data from web server.
Click on Species set to set up the species set group and the query genome for the gene
tree. Currently, we support data from eGPS cloud and Ensembl. If the user obtains the
gene tree from gene symbol, the regions to reconstruct option can be set and user can
choose to use the entire region to create trees or only use exons to create trees. eGPS
uses Ensembl’s LOOKUP REST and specifies the query genome to query the gene
information. We extract the first isoform's exon information for tree building.
All in all, eGPS offers graphic workflow to reconstruct, visualize and modify
phylogenetic trees, which makes it convenient to connect multi-step analyses.

Align multiple sequences
Almost the first step of all evolutionary data analysis (like phylogenetic tree
reconstruction, computing evolutionary distances or inferring population history) is to
construct the multiple sequence alignment. Here we packaged two well-known
multiple sequence aligners in eGPS with GUI to help researchers accomplish the
initial step.
For detailed information about the aligner, please refer to :
⚫ MAFFT (https://mafft.cbrc.jp/alignment/software/ )
⚫ ClustalW (http://www.clustal.org/clustal2/)
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Alignment trimmer

The main function of this module is to remove the sequences at both ends of the MSA
file according to the reference sequence.
Enter the module by clicking the iTool menu, and enter the MSA file in fasta format
in the Parameters column. Then enter the corresponding reference sequence name and
the starting and end position of the sequence. Click the run button below to run the
program.

VCF To SNP Data
The function of this module is to export VCF files into fasta files composed of SNPs.
Note that heterozygotes will be represented as fuzzy bases.
To run this module, you first need to import a file in VCF format, and then click the
iTool menu to enter this module. The following is a detailed description of the
important parameters:
Missing data tolerance means that when a SNP is missing more than a certain degree
in each individual, the SNP is deleted.
Number of bases per line refers to the number of bases contained in one line of the
output fasta file。
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Evolutionary analysis for genomic regions of interest

eGPS provides options to get specific genomic region when users enter gene symbol
in gene to alignment/genetic distance/gene tree modules. It obtains the gene
annotation information from the Ensembl REST service. The options including Whole
region of gene, Exons, Introns, Coding sequence and 4-fold degenerate sites. For the
later four options, it extracts sequence according to first transcript information.
Here we demonstrate this function by walkthrough an example:
4DTv rates (the rate of transversion at fourfold degenerate sites, a site is four-fold
degenerate if all possible changes at the site are synonymous) stands for fourfold
synonymous third-codon transversion can be calculated to assess the genetic distances
between paralogous pairs. D4DTv ranges from 0 for recently duplicated peptides, to
~0.5 for paralogs with an ancient evolutionary past.
Following is the operating steps:
1. Setting parameters
Click Option | Preferences | Genetic distance and Option | Preferences | Species
set
Set considered gene regions as 4-fold degenerate sites in Species set and
Model/Method as The rate of transversion in Genetic distance.
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2. Go to gene to genetic distance module
Tools | Gene to Genetic distance
Enter the gene symbol (example “INS”) in Gene symbol input text field. Click
Get genetic distances button.
Note: The extracted genomic region is based on the sequence of the reference
species, so other sequences may have the following problems. Please pay attention to
whether the non-reference gene sequence meets the conditions of data analysis.
1. When the user selects the acquisition region as the coding sequence, the
sequence start characters obtained from Ensembl are ATG, and the termination triplet
sequence also corresponds to the stop codon. However, the non-reference sequence
needs to be noted whether the starting string is ATG and whether the ending string is
a stop codon. For the sequence obtained from the eGPS Cloud, if the coding gene is in
the negative chain, it will be converted into a positive chain; therefore, the starting
character of the reference gene acquired by eGPS is not ATG.
2. When the user selects 4-fold degenerate sites, it is also necessary to consider
whether the important position of the reference sequence or the non-reference
sequence is broken by the gap.

Genomic evolutionary analysis1: construct species tree for
whole genome sequence alignment
Multiple sequence alignment (MSA) is generally the initial material for constructing
the phylogenetic tree. It is generated by three or more sequences and will be
supplemented by a number of Gaps (generally denoted by the symbol '-') so that all
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sequences reach the same length. The file format used to store it is generally fasta,
gcg (msf), clustalW, paml, mega, phylip, and so on.
The MSA usually stores information as a series of combinations of lengths close to
genes (typically 1k ~ 1000k). So is there a genome-wide alignment for multiple
genomes? What is its format? Multiple alignment between entire genomes refers to
the alignment generated by multiple genome (DNA level) sequences. The most
widely used format is MAF format (multiple alignment format, see [MAF file format
in UCSC, https://genome.ucsc.edu/FAQ/FAQformat.html#format5 ). In addition to
MAF, there is an EMF format, the former is mainly produced by UCSC, the latter is
Ensembl. You can use the converter plugin module converts EMF to MAF.
The MAF consists of a header and a block, each of which is equivalent to an MSA.
The difference between them is that MSA is usually a combination of a proteins or
some short-segment DNA, and there is generally no complicated situation such as
genomic rearrangements and opposite positive and negative strands.
eGPS accept MAF(https://genome.ucsc.edu/FAQ/FAQformat.html#format5)
file to reconstruct the phylogenetic tree to infer species tree. The tree build method is
distance-based method.
So researcheres just need to import maf file(s) into eGPS, choose the species of
interest, set Genetic distance and tree build method. And then click the Build tree
button.
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1. For first time reconstruction, eGPS will run through the whole MAF to generate a
configuration file which records the maximum number of species assembly names.
So it may take a long time if VCF file is very large. Users are allowed to produce
a configuration file like following text and make sure the suffix of file is “.config”,
the file name is same as VCF file name.
##eGPS multiple alignment file configure file
format(MAFconfig) version=1.0 totalSize=81
# list of genomes
pteAle1
ochPri3
echTel2
cavPor3
cheMyd1
anaPla1
chiLan1
Lines start with “##” will be treat as annotation.
2. EGPS will collect needed information block by block, if a block does not contain
sequence of interest, the block will be discard. Therefore, if no block contains all
the sequences selected by the user, the tree will not succeed because information
is not enough to build a tree.

Genomic Evolution Analysis 2: build individual tree from
VCF Files
The VCF file holds information about individuals’ variability, and we can also
construct individual phylogenetic trees from the VCF file.
Researchers only need to import VCF files into eGPS, select individuals of interest,
and set Genetic distance and tree build method. And then click the Build tree button.
For heterozygotes, we use the IUPAC characters to represent its ambiguity. When
calculating the genetic distance, eGPS provides a global setting to handle fuzzy bases.
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The first is to treat the fuzzy base as a gap, and the second is to calculate all possible
combinations and sum them with equal probability. For example, the distance
between R and A is 1/2AA and 1/2AG, and finally get 0.5 transition.

Inferring population size changes（Stairway plot）
This module uses the Stairway Plot method of Xiaoming Liu to estimate group
history. The method uses site frequency Spectrum (SFS) from nucleic acid sequence
data to estimate a series of population mutation rates (θ=4μNe), and then estimates
the effective population size over time based on the estimated θ.
（Citation: Liu X and Fu YX. (2015) Exploring population size changes using SNP
frequency spectra. Nature Genetics. 47(5):555-559.）
You can enter this model by click the
Stairway Plot in iTools in the menu bar.
File input: This module supports data
import in two formats, one for a single
SFS file (you can refer to the test data
we supplied to know more about the
SFS file format) and the other for a
zip compression file of multiple SFS
files. When you choose to import a
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single SFS file, you can set the BootstrapNum value, and the software will perform a
bootstrap operation automatically and then the following estimation.
Addtheta: In the Addtheta column, you can set the parameters of the theta estimation.
NumRuns are runs with a default value of 1, and increasing the number of runs may
increase the accuracy of the estimate, but the estimated time will be longer.
DimFactos is the number of iterations per run, which is equal to dimFactor*d, where
d is the number of theta to be estimated, with a default value of 5000.
Summary: In the Summary column, you can set the parameters for the group history
estimate. μ is the mutation rate of each generation, and Year per generation is the
number of years for each generation.
After completing all parameter Settings, click Calculate button to start the
estimation of group history. After the calculation, the right panel will display the
group history estimation chart.

Click the PlotBeautify button to beautify the image. In the Title Set column, the
general Title, horizontal Title and vertical title of the graph can be set. The Axis Set
column can set the value range, axis scale and the thickness of the axis. The Line Set
column allows you to set the color and thickness of the centerlines and 95%
confidence interval lines in the graph. In the Marker set column, markers for time
points or for a time interval can be set and added. Marker label can be set for the
Marker to be added, and Marker color can choose the color for the Marker to be
added. When all settings are done, click the Add button to complete the addition of
Marker. The Clear button after Marker Clear can clear all markers added in the
diagram.
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Part 5: Population History Modelling
The eGPS provides a very user-friendly tool called “simulator” to build demographic
models by clicking mouse and dragging model icons and simulate the evolutionary
events with animation of monitor parameters. These operations overcome the
weakness of the command line run mode that researchers need to carefully supervise
the parameters before simulation. Now, the eGPS has implemented the
coalescent-based backward simulation for which researchers can set the specific
mutation rate.

Build Model
The eGPS implemented a highly interactive, full of tooltips population history
modeling module.
In the modeling stage, researchers can choose suitable icons to build complex
population history models. In this modeling procedure, researchers will be guided
with wealthy and friendly tooltips. We categorize various parameters into different
groups by their functions.
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Users can drag and drop the appropriate population history icons to build a model of
interest. Through different combinations of modules, users can obtain any single
population model and multiple population models. By constructing leaf populations
that start at different times, the user can simulate the DNA sequence of the ancestral
sample.
When two base models are superimposed, there will be 4 different operation tips
according to the relative position of the new base model
1) Append the module will add a new base model to the left of the built model
2) Insert a new module to insert a new base model into an existing model
3) Add a split can add branches to the built model (base model)
4) Replace the module for basic model replacement
Select the base model and press Delete to delete the base model
The Population Scale on the top can switch the display of the model
The horizontal axis at the bottom represents time, 0 corresponds to the present, and
the value represents the ancestral duration.
The population history models from top to bottom in the figure are:
Icon

Model
Exponential growth model.

Linear growth model.

Logistic growth model.

Instantaneous growth model.

Exponential decline model.
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Linear decline model.

Instantaneous decline model.

Constant size model.

Note: The differences between the three models have only a visual effect.

Simulate
After building the group history model, you can turn to this simulation section which
has four parameter setting fields. In this stage, researchers can conveniently and
intuitively set the parameters. When researcher clicks button to simulate, the
distribution of monitor parameters will dynamically change.
The Sample information column shows the number of population and the population
name at the current time. This name is built-in and cannot be changed. The
description of other setting parameters is as follows:
Reference current N

Current population size for reference,
you can choose either Set ‘Ref. Pop.’ or
‘Ref. cur. N’.

Set Ref. Pop.

Choose the reference population to
determine ref current N

Ref. cur. N

To set current effective population size
as reference, default 100000.

Mutation information

Mutation information for simulation,
you can choose either ‘Fixed theta’ or
‘Fixed K’.

Fixed theta

4 * refN0 * mutRate. Usually range
between 0.1 and 50.

Fixed K

Fixed number of segregating sites (K)
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Others
Simulated trees in output file

Whether the trees representing the
history of the samples are also output

Num of iterations

The number of simulation iterations

Run & Save data as button means run the simulation procedure and save results into a
file.
Run only button means only run the simulation procedure.
Note: these buttons would be disabled if user does not establish the population history
models.
After finishing the simulation procedure, the eGPS will give summary statistics and
offer the option for saving the results with a text file. Furthermore, the eGPS provides
a beneficial way to compare different results by organizing the draggable sub tabs.
The output file format is the same as Hudson’s ms program here comes with an
example file.
The example of output file:
TotalSampleSize 4 (Pop2 4) ; theta 0.5; ref current N 50,000
//
(Pop2_3:1.0560117,(Pop2_4:0.1998489,(Pop2_1:0.0788691,Pop2_2:0.0788691):0.1
209798):0.8561628):0;
segsites: 1
positions: 0.8245964
0
0
1
0

//
(Pop2_1:1.473843,((Pop2_4:0.3295514,Pop2_2:0.3295514):0.3569735,Pop2_3:0.68
65249):0.7873181):0;
segsites: 5
positions: 0.0929961 0.335626 0.6107916 0.7173615 0.7985285
10100
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00011
01011
00011
The first line of the output is the parameter information. Each iteration is preceded by
a line with just “//” on it. If users checked the Simulated trees in output file option.
The tree of the simulated sample will be output.
The numbers of segregating (or polymorphic) sites are given in lines starting with
“segsites”. The positions of SNPs are given in a scale of (0,1). The positions are
randomly and independently assigned from a uniform distribution. Simulated
haplotypes are given in the following lines. The ancestral state is coded with a “0”,
and the mutant, or derived state, indicated with a “1”.

Part 6: Plugin development
Third-party developers can develop third-party applications by means of the eGPS
published application programming interface, and the application will be displayed
under the Plugin menu in eGPS main frame. The information of the third-party
developer and its website will be dynamically displayed in the status bar at bottom left
corner when the Plugin module is activated. The plugin programming interface is in
the “eGPS lib/” directory and you have to name the jar in a format like
“eGPS_XXX.jar”.
To develop a plugin, you have to realize the “ViewOfEGPSPlugin” interface and
rewrite the following three methods.
Method signatures

Annotation

Example

String
getTabName()

Set the name of the
functional module (also
is the tab name)

@Override
public String getTabName() {
return "eGPS plugin demo";
}

JComponent
getViewPanel()

Specific content on the
graphical interface

String[]
Set developer
getTeamAndAuthor information, format is
s()
“organization”,
”developers ”
and ”website “
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--@Override
public String[]
getTeamAndAuthors() {
return new String[]
{"University|Institute","Jack,Tom","ww

w.abcd.com"};
}

If you prefer to write a graphical interface in Javafx, you can use the getViewPanel()
method to return a JFXPanel instead of JComponent.
You have to put a configuration file named “eGPS.plugin.properties” under the root
directory of your jar. Only jar file with this configuration file can be recognized by
eGPS.
A statement for the configuration file:
Character ‘#’ is used to annotate. “menu.action.icon” is used to set an icon for your
plugin in the menu. “menu.action.description” is used to set the tooltip for your plugin
in the menu. “dependent.jars” is used to set jar files your plugin dependent. Here is an
example of a configuration file:
version: 1.0
lanuch.class: egps.plugin.unified.Main
menu.action.name: Coronavirus GenBrowser
menu.action.icon: egps/resources/images/CoronavirusGenBrowser.png
menu.action.description: An interactive, convenient SarsCov2 genome browser.
#dependent.jars: folder1/a.jar;folder2/b.jar

At last, put your jar file under the “config/plugin” directory and restart eGPS and your
plugin will be loaded.

eGPS plug-in development example
1. Build a new project
⚫ Here, we use Eclipse IDE as an example to build the new project. Click
File->New->Project to build a new project.
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⚫

You can choose the project type according your needs and here we just build a
simple Java Project as the example.

⚫

Enter the project name in the Project name column, here we named it
HelloWorld. Then click Finish button to complete the project creation.
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2. Add eGPS.jar
Before developing your new project, you have to add eGPS.jar as reference library,
here we use eGPS_v1.8.jar as an example.
⚫ Find your new project in the directory on the left, right click and select Build
Path>Configure Build Path…

⚫

Choose the Libraries tab and click the button Add External JARs on the right
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⚫

Find the folder the jar file eGPS_v1.8.jar located in and choose it. You can get
the eGPS.jar by download the eGPS software. You can find the jar file in the
folder eGPS_lib.

⚫ Click the “Open” button, the jar file eGPS_v.1.8.jar and its directory will
appear under the Libraries tab.
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⚫

Click the Apply and Close button to exit the setting dialog.

3. Implement important interfaces
⚫ New a package
Find the new project you just built and select the src file. Then right click
new>Other
and choose Package
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⚫

New a controller class that implement the IModulesCommon interface
 Create a new class under the package built just now and name the class as
helloWorldController
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 Implement the interface IModulesCommon
Enter implements IModulesCommon after public class helloWorldController

 Click
the
error
warning
on
the
left
and
“import‘IModulesCommon’(egps.shell.interfaces.module)”

click

 After Import the interface, there still exist the error warning and you need to
click “Add unimplemented methods”.

 Introduction of methods of IModulesCommon
Methods
Function
getTeamAndAuthors()
Author information. After setting, the
name of the author and development
team will be scrolled at the bottom
after the plug-in is loaded.
isPrintable()
Whether to support printing. This
setting is related to whether the print
button in the toolbar is available after
loading the plug-in.
isSaveable()
Whether to support saving. This setting
is related to whether the save button in
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the toolbar is available after loading the
plug-in.
If the method isPrintable() supports
printing, this method will be called
after clicking the print button.
If the method isSaveable() supports
saving, this method will be called after
clicking the print button.
The method that will be called when
jumping to the tab of this module.

printViewPanel()

saveViewPanelAs()

changeToThisTab()

⚫

New a Main class that implement the ViewOfEGPSPlugin interface. This class
is also the start class of the plug-in.
 Create a new class under the package built just now and name the class as
Main_helloWorld
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 Implement the interface ViewOfEGPSPlugin
Enter implements ViewOfEGPSPlugin after public class Main_helloWorld

 Click the error warning on the left and
‘ViewOfEGPSPlugin’(egps.shell.interfaces.module)”
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click

“import

 After Import the interface, there still exist the error warning and you need to
click “Add unimplemented methods”.

 ViewOfEGPSPlugin 几个方法介绍
Method
Funtion
getController()
To get the corresponding controller
class.
getTabName()
Tab name. The name that shows on
the tab of this module.
getInitializeAction()
Initial action. Sometimes you need to
complete some actions to initialize
the interface.
shouldUpdate()
Set whether the plug-in need to be
updated or not. Some plug-ins are
constantly updated and this method is
used to prompt users to update the
plug-ins. The first parameter is to set
whether the plug-in need to update.
The second parameter is the URL
that provide the jar file. The third
parameter is the prompt information.
 Thd ViewOfEGPSPlugin class have to extend JPanel for the reason that
when calling the plug-in, eGPS will load this panel.

⚫

Set the connection between the Main class and Controller class
 Add an instance of the Main class in the Controller
(helloWorldController)
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class

Main_helloWorld main_helloWorld;

 Add a constructor to the Controller class helloWorldController and set the
instance of Main class as the parameter

 Add an instance of the Controller class in the Main class Main_helloWorld
helloWorldController controller;

 Add a constructor to the Main class Main_helloWorld and initialize the
instance of the Controller class in it.

 You can add some GUI components in the constructor of Main_helloWorld,
which will be displayed in the tab after eGPS loads the plug-in.

 Change the null after return in the getController() method in Main class
Main_helloWorld to controller.

 Change the null after return in the getTabName() method in Main class
Main_helloWorld to the name you want to show. Here we return “Hello
world!”.

 Because we don’t need to update the plug-in here, so we change the null
after return in the ThreeTuple() method in Main class Main_helloWorld
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to new ThreeTuple<Boolean,String,String>(false,null,null);

4. Add the configuration file
⚫ New a File under the src folder

⚫
⚫

Name the file eGPS.plugin.properties（If there is no such file or the name is
wrong, eGPS will not be able to recognize your plug-in）
Information required for configuration files
Row
Row name
Function
number
1
version
The version of the plug-in.
2
lanuch.class
The name of the start class of the plug-in.
3
menu.action.name
The name of the plug-in displayed in the
eGPS menu bar.
4
menu.action.icon
The icon of the plug-in displayed in the
eGPS menu bar.
5
menu.action.description The description of the plug-in, which will
be displayed when the mouse hover over
the menu.
6
dependent.jars
The dependent libraries of the plug-in.
An English colon and a space must be added at the end of each row name, and
then relevant information should be entered.

 Type your plug-in version in the first line.
version: 1.0
 Type in your startup class location in the second line.
lanuch.class: helloWorld.Main_helloWorld
( First enter the name of the package, and then enter the name of your startup class.
Note that each level must have a ".")
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 Type the name of the plug-in in the third line.
menu.action.name: helloWorld
 Type the position of the plug-in icon in the fourth line. If there is no icon, add
a ‘#’ in front of the line.
#menu.action.icon: egps/resources/images/helloWorld.png
 Type the description of the plug-in name in the fifth line.
menu.action.description: Hello world!
 The sixth line is some dependent libraries. If there is no dependent libraries,
add a ‘#’ in front of the line.
#dependent.jars: folder1/a.jar;folder2/b.jar

5. Export the jar file
⚫ Select the src file and right click. Then click export.
If you project has no other dependent libraries except eGPS.jar, you can choose
export JAR file. If the project has other dependent libraries, you have to choose
export Runnable JAR file.

⚫

Select the output location and name the output fie, the suffix is .jar
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6. Load the plug-in
⚫ Copy the file to the eGPS root directory /config/plugin
⚫ Restart eGPS and the plug-in helloWorld we just developed will be shown in the
Plug-in menu

⚫

Click it and a tab of this plug-in will be shown.
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Part 7: Coronavirus GenBrowser
The Coronavirus GenBrowser (CGB) can timely analyze and visualize millions
of latest SARS-CoV-2 genomic sequences and their associated metadata. It reveals the
fine-scale dynamics of viral transmission and the evolution of SARS-CoV-2. This
manual describes the CGB functions including evolutionary tree visualization,
genome browser and related data analysis. The CGB interface is composed of three
parts: the control panel, the tree display panel on the upper right and the panel sets of
genome browser display panel, mutation rate analysis panel and tracing panel on the
lower right. This manual explains various functions of the software from the
perspective of software operation.
All the data used by CGB are obtained from NGDC (National Genomics Data
Center, China). Users are welcomed to view and download all the data via
https://ngdc.cncb.ac.cn/ncov/apis/. All the data are updated frequently. The data
format is explained in the readme under the directory.
Note: The eGPS needs a relatively large memory to run the CGB module (about
6G bytes). If you encounter a memory problem, please revise and click the start.bat
file to re-start the eGPS software. By default, we set JAVA -Xmx parameters to be 8G
bytes in windows OS and in MacOS. Advanced users can also change the parameter
of -Xmx in the script file (located in Content/Resources/script in MacOS app
directory).
How to cite: Dalang Yu, Xiao Yang, Bixia Tang, Yi-Hsuan Pan, Jianing Yang,
Guangya Duan, Junwei Zhu, Zi-Qian Hao, Hailong Mu, Long Dai, Wangjie Hu,
Mochen Zhang, Ying Cui, Tong Jin, Cui-Ping Li, Lina Ma, Language translation team,
Xiao Su, Guoqing Zhang, Wenming Zhao, Haipeng Li, Coronavirus GenBrowser for
monitoring the transmission and evolution of SARS-CoV-2, Briefings in
Bioinformatics, 2022; bbab583 https://doi.org/10.1093/bib/bbab583

Control panel
This panel is the main setup panel, made up of the Data Information, Tree
Operation, Branch Display, Tree Layout, Data operation, Color Scheme, Genome
Browser, and Customized Browser Tracks. Most of the functions of this part are single
operation (that is, after clicking or adjusting, the corresponding display panel on the
right side will change in real time).
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Data information (Import and export)
Data import
When the module starts, users can select data source. The default and recommended
option is to obtain the data from the web. The CGB team provides a public data
interface, hosted by the National Genomics Data Center, China (NGDC). The data can
be accessed freely via https://ngdc.cncb.ac.cn/ncov/apis/. The second option is to
import a local data. Usually, the local data can be the previous data exported by the
CGB, or downloaded from the NGDC.

Data export
You can save the analyzed "tree & tracks" by clicking the save button in the menu
bar and toolbar (File | Save As). We now support the following picture and data
formats.
1. Image files: pdf, svg, png, jpg, etc.
2. Evolutionary tree file in NWK format.
3. Zipped source data file.

Data operation
This column mainly conducts data search and filtering operation. Considering that
users may often need to filter nodes that they are not interested in after data search, we
put the data search and data filter module together.

Node search and filter
Search: This is a popularly used function. Users can search a mutation, an internal
node, a strain, and so on. After click the search button, please be patient. One search
may take about 5 or 10 seconds. The searched nodes will be highlighted in the tree. If
nothing is found, users will be notified.
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After keywords are provided, users can click the search button
to search. By
default, the CGB will query by node names, accession numbers, CGB IDs, and
mutations. Users can use ";" character to represent the relationship “OR” and the "+"
character for the relationship “AND”. If the corresponding node is queried, the node
will be highlighted. Click the clear-select button
to clear the highlighted search
results and return to the unsearched state. Click the filter button
to filter based on
the highlighted node and the node selected in the tree. Click the clear button
to
clear the filter effect.

Note:
1. The search process is as follows: First, the string split with ";"to get items. The
node will be selected if it satisfies one of the items. As soon as the node selected, it
does not need to look at the other items. When an item contains the "+" operator, it is
split with "+" to get subitems. A node's properties must meet all the conditions of the
subitems than it will be selected. The priority of the operation is ";" Operator, and
then the "+" operator.
2. Users can search for amino acid and nucleotide mutations combined using the "+"
symbol. For example, if you want to see a node with both D614G and A28271mutations, you can enter the string "D614G+ A28271-".

Conditional filter
The columns below the “Search virus/mutation/nodes” column can perform
sample filtering operations. The CGB provides four filter conditions, i.e., Countries &
regions, Gender, Patient age, and Collection date. Users can use a single condition or
combine different conditions to filter the sample in the tree.
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Countries & regions filter: To filter by the country or region information of the
sample, click the “Choose” button to display the country selection dialog. The countries
in the selection dialog are classified according to six habitable continents, and the
number after each country/region represents the number of strains sample in the
country/region in the tree. Select a country or multiple countries users want to include
in the analysis, or click the "Select all" box to select or unselect the sample for the
entire continent. Click the "OK" button to complete the filtering of country or region
information. The default option is that all countries/regions are selected.
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Gender filter: Filter according to the gender of the sample, three options “Male”,
“Female” and “Unknown” are provided, and only the eligible samples will be displayed
when checked. The default option is to check all.
Patient age filter: Filter according to the age information of the sample. Users can
select the age area by dragging the slider. A sample of all ages is displayed by default.
If age is -1, it indicates that the age is unknown.
Collection date filter: Filter according to the collection dates of viral strains and the
inferred dates of the internal nodes. Users can select the time area by dragging the
slider. A sample of all dates is displayed by default.
Show all samples: By clicking this button, users can clear all filtering operations and
display all viral samples.
Clear: Each filter condition corresponds to a “Clear” button, which is clicked to clear
the filter operation for the corresponding condition. If users click the “Clear” button
corresponding to “Gender Filter”, the status will be restored to display samples of all
genders, but the filtering operation of other conditions (such as age) will not be
restored.

Miscellaneous
When data filtering is used in combination with other operations, certain special
situations may occur. We would briefly explain here:
1. The operations performed by the tree operation panel remain as it is after data
filtering. Specifically, after font changes, coloring and line thickness changes,
these graphic changes should remain the same after filtering. After dyeing a given
internal node, if the internal node is still in the tree after data filtering, then the
internal node and its children keep the dyed state and the lines also keep the same
thickness. As summary, after data filtering, user operation records will be
retained such as the thickness of line, color of node, collapse or not, dot size of
node, etc.
2. Doing data filter after performing lineage classification, we can still display the
results of lineage markers correctly. However, note that sometimes the internal
node becomes a leaf node after filtering. Therefore, after filtering, in-situ type
markers will increase, and some leaves will have no subtype information.
3. With the exception of “Collection Date filtering”, all other types of filtering are
leaf only filtering. Only gender and age can be unknown, and when the age of the
leaf is unknown, the value is -1. If users want to remove the viral samples whose
host age is unknown, simply adjust the minimum value of the age range to 0.
4. The filtering of collection date is performed also on internal nodes in addition to
sampled viral strains.
5. After data filtering, the CGB retains the color rendering results of the last time. For
example, the last time it was "No color Rendering", the tree will still be rendered in
this way after filtering. If the user has recolored the tree, the color render column
will change to the custom option automatically and the tree will be restored based
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on the user's coloring after filtering. When a dye recovery operation is performed,
the priority is to restore according to the internal node.
6. If the leaf nodes are filtered, they will not be considered when calculate the
mutation frequency. We will get rid of them in both the numerator and the
denominator.

Identification of non-mutated path
In this panel, users can identify and highlight the non-mutated nodes with the identical
genomic sequence as the target node (identified by the CGB ID).
After users input the corresponding CGB ID and click the Highlight button, the CGB
will search nodes and highlight those non-mutated nodes. If the target node cannot be
queried, a corresponding dialog box will appear. The software supports highlighting
multiple non-mutation paths at once. The way is to enter multiple CGB IDs separated
by semicolons, such as "CGB35.120;CGB1.3".

Color scheme
Multiple color scheme
In this column, users can set how the nodes of the tree are rendered. Several modes
are available such as no rendering mode, country and region rendering mode, gender
rendering mode, age rendering mode, date rendering mode, and customize rendering
mode. When the module is loaded, the default color scheme is rendering by country and
region. You can change the rendering mode by clicking the ratio button. Users can click
the "Color" button in each mode when you need to change the render details. The
details of each rendering mode will be explained below.
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No color rendering: In this mode, all the nodes will be black.
Countries & regions: Click the "Color" button, a dialog will appear. Users can set the
color of the tree node by clicking the button for each country/region. The number to the
right of the button indicates how many of the leaf nodes in the current tree belong to this
country/region. In addition to being able to adjust each country/region individually,
each continent also has a "Change Continental Color" button to modify the color of the
entire continent, and two buttons are provided at the bottom of the dialog to return to
the original coloring scheme we offer. The CGB currently provides two options. Users
can click the "Set default colors by continents" button to return to the default mode that
render by each continent , or click “Set default colors by countries/regions” button to
return to the default mode that render by countries/regions.

Gender: Render according to the gender of the sample.
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Patient age: Render according to the age of the sample. Click the "Color" button, a
dialog will appear. Users can click the “+” or “- “button in the upper left corner of the
dialog to increase or decrease the classification record. Also, users can click the "Set to
default color" button in the upper right corner to return the default color settings.

Collection date:
Render each node according to the collection date or the inferred date. This operation
only works on nodes with date attributes (except outgroups and parent nodes
containing outgroups).
Default color scheme: The software will divide the period between the earliest date
and the latest date of all nodes into 8 intervals, and each interval will be assigned a
default color. The start date, end date and the corresponding color form a record.
When rendering, if the date of the node is not earlier than the start date of the record
and earlier than the end date, the node is rendered with the color of the record. For
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example, the record that from 02-10-20 to 05-02-20 for orange means that when the
date of a node is not earlier than February 10, 2020, and also earlier than May 2, 2020,
the node will be rendered as orange. The first record only contains the end date, which
means that the nodes earlier than the date are rendered with the color corresponding to
this record. In the same way, the last record only contains the start date, which means
that nodes not earlier than this date are rendered with the corresponding color.
When the user downloads the software for the first time and launches it, the default
color scheme will be applied. Once the user makes some adjustment, the adjusted
color scheme will be permanently saved. If the user makes no adjustment, the default
color scheme will be applied again next time. After adjusting the color scheme, users
can click the "Set to default" button to return to the default color scheme.

Customization: Users can customize the color scheme of the tree by entering a custom
color file that conforms to the format that we design. Please go ahead for the next
section "About Custom Colors" for more details.

About custom color settings
Format declaration: Lines beginning with the "#" character are commented lines.
The definition:
1. The first line is "##RENDER SCHEME=1", where "##RENDER SCHEME" is the
keyword, representing the automated rendering mode before custom rendering. "="
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is followed by the index of rendering mode (0-Customized; 1-No color rendering;
2-Countries & regions; 3-Gender; 4- Patient age; 5-Collection date). When not
declared, the default value is 1. If the value is a number not included between 1 and
5, it will also be set as 1.
2. The second line starts with the color definition. The first column is the leaf name,
the second column is the type, and the third column is the hexadecimal coding of
the color. When the custom rendering node is an internal node, the software will
use "LeafNodeName1, LeafNodeName2" as the name of the internal node
(leafNodeName1 is the name of first leaf node under the internal node,
LeafNodeName2 is the name of last leaf node under the internal node). The closest
common ancestor of the two leaf nodes is the internal node we render.
Example :
##Leaf render
#format: name self/all color
#name for internal node is: leafName1,leafName2
#following are an example!
##RENDER_SCHEME=1
Russia/Vector_88201/2020,Luxembourg/LNS3702558/2020 all #0000ff
USA/WI-260/2020 all #ff3399
Notes:
1. Once you have clicked the "Recolor" button in the right-click menus of node in the
"Tree display panel", the "Color Scheme" will automatically set as
"Customization" state. At this time, you can click the “Add customized scheme”
button to show the current contents of custom coloring scheme. You can use this to
automatically generate your own customized color rendering content. If you click
the “Add Customized Scheme” button under another mode, then it will display an
example.
2. Users are suggested to choose the customized scheme mode when all the samples
are displayed, for the leaf node name you enter may not be in the current tree if you
have conducted the filter, making an unexpected result.
3. If users want to batch-change colors under the country and region rendering mode,
gender rendering mode. Users can enter the config/jsonData subdirectory under
the software installation directory to find the corresponding file to change the color.
For example, if you want to dye the sample of patients from China red, you can edit
the countries.json file, find China, and set the color to red. Please note the term
“countries” in the CGB generally indicate countries and regions.
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Genome browser
This panel is used to control the genomic browser in the lower right corner. For
more information about the Genome Browser, you can see the introduction in the
"Genome Browser Display panel" part. For the desktop version, the data files for
Genome browser tracks are packaged with the software. Users can also obtain the
files from https://ngdc.cncb.ac.cn/ncov/apis/data-latest/. For the detailed file formats,
users can further consult the readme at https://ngdc.cncb.ac.cn/ncov/apis/.
Genomic region: This column is used to adjust the genomic region that shown in the
"Genome browser display panel", helping users to get access to the region that they are
interested in. Users can directly enter the starting and ending positions of the region
you want to display. In addition, we provide a set of buttons to help users move the
region-selected box left and right. It includes three sets of buttons in total, which can
respectively let the region-selected box move a large grid (3,000bp), a middle grid
(2,000bp) and a small grid (1,000bp). A "Global View" button is also provided, which
will let the "Genome browser display panel" display the whole genome once clicked.

Similarity plot: This column is used to adjust the “Seq Similarity” track. Users can
click the color button to adjust the color of the line. And users can also set the window
step and window size. The similarity will be recalculated after parameters have been
adjusted.

Alignment view: This column is used to control the visualization of sequence
alignment of six coronavirus genomes similar to SARS-CoV-2. Users can choose to
display the nucleotide sequence or amino acid sequence.
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Customized browser tracks
In the current CGB version, two tracks can be customized.
1. Key domains track: When users click the "Customize" button, a dialog with the
key domain information we are currently using will pops up. Users can directly
edit it or import their own files. By clicking the “Load” button, the contents of the
chosen file will be loaded. Finally, click the “OK” button to view the
user-customized track.

File format: The first column is the name of the domain. The second column is the
name of the gene that the domain located in. The third column is the starting amino acid
position of the domain in the gene. The fourth column is the ending amino acid position
of the domain in the gene. The fifth column is the nucleotide position the domain begin
(according to the reference genome). The sixth column is the nucleotide position the
domain end (according to the SARS-CoV-2 reference genome). The seventh column is
the ID of the domain in the Pfam or CDD database. The eighth column is the
description of the domain. The ninth column is the url of the corresponding page for the
domain in the Pfam or CDD database. All columns are tab-separated.
Example:：

2. Primer sets: The usage is similar with the one above but with a different input file
format.
File format：The first column is the name of the institution that design the primer. The
second column is the gene the amplified fragments located in. The third column is the
index for the primer that designed by the same institution for the same gene. The fourth
column is the nucleotide position the forward primer begin (according to the reference
genome). The fifth column is the nucleotide position the forward primer end (according
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to the SARS-CoV-2 reference genome). The sixth column is the nucleotide position the
reverse primer begin (according to the reference genome). The seventh column is the
nucleotide position the reverse primer end (according to the reference genome). All
columns are tab-separated.
Example：

Tree operation
Graphic effects
The functions of buttons in this subpanel are summarized below.
Icon
Function

Re-coloring,
when the node
is an inner
node, change
the color of

Change the font Change the
of leaf node
font of the data
names; change statement.
the display font
of branch label

current node
names.
and all its child
nodes.
Notes

To use this
function, you
have to select a
node in the
tree first.
Otherwise, a
prompt dialog
will be
displayed,
prompting the
user to select
at least one
node.
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Change the font
of the scale bar
and coordinate
scale.

Icon
Function

Increase the
thickness of
the line. When
the node is an
internal node,
the current
node and all its
child nodes
will change.

Decrease the
thickness of the
line. When the
node is an
internal node,
the current
node and all its
children will
change.

Expand the
circle of node.
When the node
is an internal
node, the
current node
and all its child
nodes will
change.

Shrink the
circle of node.
When the node
is an internal
node, the
current node
and all its child
nodes will
change.

Notes

You have to
select a node
in the tree first.
This operation
will act on the
selected node
and its child
nodes. By
default, if you
haven't
selected any
node, it will

You have to
select a node in
the tree first.
This operation
will act on the
selected node
and its child
nodes. By
default, if you
haven't selected
any node, it
will operate on

You have to
select a node in
the tree first.
This operation
will act on the
selected node
and its child
nodes. By
default, if you
haven't selected
any node, it
will operate on

You have to
select a node in
the tree first.
This operation
will act on the
selected node
and its child
nodes. By
default, if you
haven't selected
any node, it
will operate on

operate on the
entire tree.

the entire tree.

the entire tree.

the entire tree.

Tree information
The functions of buttons in this sub panel are summarized below.
Icon
Function

Whether to
display the
scale bar, by
default it will
be displayed in
the upper left
corner. You

Whether to
display the leaf
name label, it
will not be
displayed by
default. You
can change the
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Whether to
display the data
statement at
button, it will
be displayed by
default.

Whether to
display the
coordinate axis
and tick marks,
it will be
displayed by
default.

Notes

can drag the

font of the

scale with the
mouse to place
it at any
position you
want.

label, such as
size, by
clicking the
Graphic effects
buttons.

The scale bar is
only
meaningful
when
Phylogram is
chosen in
Rectangular
layout,

Only when this
option is
selected, the
labeling style of
leaf names in
the lineage
marker will
have visual

The axis is only
meaningful
when
Phylogram is
chosen in
Rectangular
layout, Circular
layout, and

Circular layout effects.
Spiral layout.
and Spiral
Otherwise, the
layout.
axis will be
Otherwise, the
disabled or
scale bar will
hidden.
be disabled or
hidden.
Note: The effects produced by clicking the button above will remain as it is after
filtering data and switching tree layout.

Lineage maker
The CGB supports the display of the following lineage classification results. These
predetermined lineage classifications include: S-D614G, L/S, A/B/C; The
classification standards for these lineage are described as follows:
*LINEAGE TYPE
*
*NAME S-D614G
*1 A23403G S-G614 G23403
*
*NAME L/S
*1 T8782C,T28144C S T8782,C28144 L C8782,T28144
*2 T8782C,T28144C,C241T,C3037T,C14408T,A23403G L1 C8782,T28144,C241,C3037,C14408,A23403 L2
C8782,T28144,T241,T3037,T14408,G23403
*
*NAME A/B/C
*1 C29095T,T8782C,C28144T,G26144T A1 T29095,T8782,C28144,G26144 A2 C29095,T8782,C28144,G26144
B C29095,C8782,T28144,G26144 C C29095,C8782,T28144,T26144
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The NAME keyword represents the beginning of a classification mark, the number
represents the number of layers, and the lateral layer is a detailed subdivision of the
previous layer. The number of layers is followed by mutations which used for the
classification. Finally, the final state of each subtype is displayed.
(The * in the above only represents one line, there is no * mark in the actual file)
We support four styles to display the predetermined lineage types :
Style

Description

Supplement

Sideward

In this style, a strip will be The rectangular layout is
marked on the outermost
on the right; the ring-like
side.
layout is on the outermost.

In situ

In this style, we will find
This style has the same
the divergent nodes
form of presentation in
between different subtypes different layouts.
and mark them with a
circle.

Node to leaf

In this style, we will find
continuous leaf nodes of
the same subtype and then
find its most recent
common ancestor, finally
create a graph that can
cover from this node to all

The overlay graph is a
rectangle in the
rectangular layout; a ring
in the ring-like layout; and
a fan ring in the radial
layout.

its child nodes.
Leaf name

The names of the leaves
are dyed according to
different subtypes.

Only when you display the
leaf name then you can see
the effects.

Branch display

Branch length: Setting the calculation method of the branch length of the tree. We
provided three options: divergence, mutation and time, and time is selected by default.
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Here divergence is calculated as the number of mutations / the considered length of
the reference genomic sequence (NC_045512).
Branch label: Setting the branch labels of the tree. Two options, Name and Mutation,
are provided. After checking Branch label, the corresponding label will be displayed
on each branch of the tree. By default, the branch label will not be displayed.

The value of
the branch

The branch
label

s

Tree layout
Phylogram and cladogram
An evolutionary tree can be presented as Phylogram and Cladogram.
Phylogram：Not only does it show the topology of the tree, but the branch length is
also meaningful. In other words, the displayed length is related to the length
information of the node in the data file. Because Phylogram may not align each leaf
node to the right (in fact, it is not aligned in most cases), an align to tip option is
provided to align the tree with dash auxiliary guide line.
Cladogram：Only shows the topological structure of the tree, the branch length has
no biological significance. The graph has a certain length just in order to make it more
beautiful for visualization. So they can be aligned to the right, or they can be the same
length.
Detailed layout
Design Visualiser
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Phylogram

Phylogram align to tip

Cladogram align to tip

Cladogram with equal length

Detailed layout description
The following table describes how to adjust the tree layout:
Layout

Explanation

Graphic characteristics

Rectangular
layout (the classic
layout, the root is
on the left and the
leaves are on the
right).

Show outgroup: Indicates
whether to display the
outgroups, that will be
displayed in dash lines.

The overall presentation
effect of the layout is
similar to a rectangle.

Vertical: Zoom in or zoom out
vertically.
Horizo.: Zoom in or zoom out
horizontally.
This layout cannot be rotated.

You can also zoom in or
zoom out the interface by
scrolling the mouse wheel.
There is no obvious upper
limitation.
The middle area provides
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The bottom part:

four specific display modes.

Curvature represents the degree
of curvature for the line
segment; the range is 0-100.
The following pictures shows
the style when the values are 0,
45, and 90:

When switching to
Phylogram, the scale and
axis options will turne on,
the scale and axis will be
displayed.
Show root: Indicates
whether to display the root.
When the root is displayed,
the length of the root can be
adjusted.

Circular layout

Show outgroup: Indicates
whether to display outgroups,

The layout includes two
categories: outer ring and

outgroups will be displayed in
dash lines.

inner ring, and the overall
graphic effect is similar to a
circular ring.

In this layout, the horizontal
and vertical adjustment
methods are combined as a
whole zoom in/out option. The
layout cannot be rotated.
Because it can be realized by
adjusting the Start degree and
Extent degree below.
Start degree is the starting
angle of drawing, ranging from
0 to 360 degrees, and Extent
degree is the extension angle of
drawing. The picture shows the
situation when the start degree
is 90 and the extent degree is
90.
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You can also zoom in or
zoom out the interface by
scrolling the mouse wheel.
There is no obvious upper
limitation.
The middle area provides
five specific display modes.
When switching to
Phylogram, the scale and
axis options will turn on,
the scale and axis will be
displayed.
Show root: Indicates
whether to display the root.
When the root is displayed,
the length of the root can be
adjusted.

Spiral layout

Extent degree represents the
total extension angle, 720
degrees is two rounds.
Gap factor is the gap between
each spiral. The larger the
value, the farther the distance
between the two spirals.
Other parameters are the same
as the previous layout.

Slope layout

Leaf location ratio:
The proportion of the position
of the leaf on the entire canvas
can be adjusted.
The layout can be rotated.

Radical layout, a
layout for unroot
tree

The layout can be rotated.
Under this layout, Phylogram
and Cladogram are provided.
The outgroup is not displayed
in this layout, that is, when
switching to this layout, the
outgroup is automatically
removed and the "Show
outgroup" check button is
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There are two types of
spiraling in this layout,
namely alpha and beta. The
Alpha type has the same
width everywhere in the
radial direction, and the
beta type continuously
increases with the increase
of the angle.
The feature of this layout is
that its internal node is on
the same line as its first
child, and also its last child.
When an internal node has
more than three children,
the last child is on the same
line as the internal node and
the first several children
will merge into one point.
Two display modes,
Phylogram and Cladogram,
are provided.

disabled.
Notes:
1. This column has a function of zoom in and zoom out: when you have selected a
node, we will zoom in and zoom out with the selected node as the center; If there is
no node selected and you have once enlarged the tree, we will zoom in and out
according to the previous position. If you have never enlarged the tree (for example,
the previous operation was "Refresh (Fit Frame)"), the CGB will zoom in and out
by center.
2. The program can remember the effect of zoom in/out when switching between
layouts. Operations to zoom in/out are: 1) mouse scrolling; 2) operate the Slider in
the Tree layout panel in the left control panel ; 3) right click on the blank area, then
click Refresh (Fit frame); 4) drag to change the window size, including clicking the
triangle in the SplitPanel.

Visual effect panel
CGB has adopted a display acceleration strategy to speed up the process of graphical
interface presentation.
Horizontal display resolution: Horizontal display resolution, which is 0 to 1. The
closer it is to 0, the faster the display speed will be and the fewer points will be
displayed.
Vertical display resolution: the resolution of the Vertical display, which is 0 to 1.
The closer it is to 0, the faster the display speed will be, and the fewer points will be
displayed.

Tree display panel
The display panel is mainly operated by mouse clicks and mouse dragging. In
addition, some keyboard events are also monitored.

Mouse events
In the tree display panel, we support interactive actions such as left clicks, right clicks,
mouse scrolling and mouse movements.
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Left click
You can use left-click to select the tree node you are interested in, and the node will
become visually selected. Cooperate with the Ctrl key on the keyboard; you can realize
multiple selection function. When you click a blank area, all of the selected states will
be clear.

Mouse scrolling
Using the mouse wheel, you can zoom in and zoom out the tree. And there's no limit
to how much you can zoom in.

Right click
A number of functions are included in the right-click action.
1. Right click on the blank space
The following options are provided:
Name

Function

Refresh ( Fit frame)

Refresh the interface

Recover all graphics effects

Recover to default graphics effects.

Clear all annotations

Remove all customized annotations.

Recover all collapsed nodes

Redisplay the nodes that have been
collapsed.

Cancel all selections

Remove all selections (Added by
search and left click).

Select descendants

Select all descendants of selected
nodes.

Remove customized colors

Remove customized colors (Added by
right click or allele freq. bar.).

Export

Export pictures or data.

2. Right-click a selected leaf node
The following options are provided:
Name

Function

Display more information

Displays more information about the
selected node.

Zoom in this node

Zoom in with this node as the center.
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Recolor

Recolor the selected node and its child
node.

Swap nodes

Swap the selected node with the sibling
that before it. If the first node is
selected, we will swap it with the last
node.

Present back mutations

Display all mutations in the Back
Mutation Presenter module.

Display all mutations

Display all mutations in the Genomic
Mutation Presenter module.

Display amino-acid mutations

Display all amino-acid mutations in the
Genomic Mutation Presenter module.

3. Right-click a selected internal node
The following options are provided:
Name

Pre-implementation effect

Post-implementation effect

View this
clade in
new tab

The tree display panel only has
the tab named "Phylogeny".

Once you click this button, a new
tab named "sub-tree" will generate
with the selected node as a new
root.
Note: This new tab is only a
subtree of the current evolutionary
tree and only provides visual
functionality. All action on the left
control panel is still for the
"Phylogeny" tab.
To be specific:
1. After opening lineage
classification, the new tab will
show the lineage marker that the
"Phylogeny" tab display. However,
if you change the classification
standard or annotation categories,
the new tab will not change.

View
original

The tree display panel only has
the tab named "Phylogeny".

Once you click this button, a new
tab named "sub-tree" will generate
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clade in

with the selected node as a new

new tab

root，and all samples that under this
node will be shown(including those
have been filtered in "Phylogeny"
tab).
Note: This new tab is only a
subtree of the current evolutionary
tree and only provides visual
functionality. All action on the left
control panel is still for the
"Phylogeny" tab.

Zoom in
this node

Clicking this button will zoom in
with the selected node as the center.

Select all
descendant
nodes

Clicking this button will select the
internal node and all the child
nodes below it so that you can
perform the filter to only keep the
clade.

Set all
descendant
nodes
unselected

Clicking this button will set all
descendant nodes of this internal
node restore to the unselected state.

Display
more
information

Once you click this button ,a new
Dialog will appear to display the
information of the selected node, so
that you can easily copy and paste
the information about this node.

Export leaf
information

Clicking this button can export all
the information, as shown in
tooltip, of the leaf nodes under the
selected internal node. The export
file is in the tsv format.

Swap nodes
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Note: If it is a three-branched
internal node, clicking this button
will swap its branches one by one
to achieve the user's purpose. For
example, if three branches are 1, 2
and 3, click 2 to swap, that is to
swap 1 and 2 ; if click 1 to swap,
that is to swap 1 and 3.
Ladderize
up

Laddrize
down

Collapse

Note: The internal node is hidden
after "Collapse", so the collapsed
nodes will not be considered when
calculating the mutation frequency.
Annotation
(We
provide four
categories
of
annotations)

Sideward clade annotation

Internal node in-situ annotation
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Internal node to leaf annotation

Leaf name annotation

Clear
annotations

Clear the annotations that have
been added. This is the reverse
process of the function above. You
can clear the annotations that have
been added to this node and its
children.

Recolor
(You can
customize
the color of
the node
and its child
nodes)
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Present

Display all mutations in the Back

back
mutations

Mutation Presenter module.

Display all
mutations

Display all mutations in the
Genomic Mutation Presenter
module.

Display
amino-acid
mutations

Display all amino-acid mutations
in the Genomic Mutation Presenter
module.

Mouse move
We provide tooltip for viewing tree node information. When the user moves the
mouse over the tree node, the software will display the details of the node on the right
side.

Keyboard events
We support the following keystroke events:
Key

Effects

Ctrl

Cooperate with the left mouse, you can select nodes
continuously. Tip: Clicking when tooltip appears will
work better. Here is the diagram:

Up

When there is a selected node, you can hit the Up key
on the keyboard to move the selection box up and
select the node above the currently selected node. The
tooltip of the selected node will display automatically
for the user to view. Note that it only works when the
node is not the root node and is not the first child of
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its parent node.
Down

Ditto, it only works when the node is not the root node
and is not the last child of its parent node.

Left

Ditto, it only works when the node is not the root node
and has parent node.

Right

Ditto, it only works when the node is not the root node
and has child node.

Genome browser display panel
The Genome browser display panel now has six tracks and we will introduce each of
them below.
Track1: Genome struct

The track shows the structure of the entire genome. When the mouse over the top of
the black triangle, you can drag it and adjust the display area. The marked gray area
between the two inverted triangles is the area displayed by each track at present.
When the mouse moves over the gray area, the mouse becomes a "cross," and you can
drag the gray area left and right. All operation of moving adjustment will
synchronously set the start position and end position of the Genomic region in the left
control panel.
Track2: Key domains

The track is used to display the structure of key domain and it displays according to
the start and end areas of Track1.When you place your mouse over each domain, it
will display information about this domain. Right click the domain, a menu bar will
appear. You can copy the corresponding amino acid sequence of the domain, jump to
the corresponding database page (Pfam or CDD) or adjust the display area to show
the whole domain.
Track3: Allele freq
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This track is used to display mutation frequency. Similar to Track2, the track displays
according to the start and end areas of Track1.The scale also changes according to the
display area. When the mouse clicks the mutation frequency bar, "Tree display panel"
on the upper right will react with it. Similarly, clicking the "Update Mutation
Frequency" on a selected node in the evolutionary tree will cause track3 to change. At
the same time, when the mouse pointer is placed over the bars which represent the
mutation frequency, the tooltip will display the mutation frequency at that position in
the entire tree or currently selected subtree and the curve of the mutation frequency
change over time will also be shown.
Track4: Sequence similarity

This track is used to display the similarity change curve between sequences. Similarly
to Track2, the track displays according to the start and end areas of Track1. You can
change the color of the curve and set the sliding window size and step size in the
"Similarity plot" column in the left control panel.
Track5: Alignment view

This track is used to display nucleotide and amino acid sequences. Similarly to
Track2, the track displays according to the start and end areas of Track1.Tooltip will
display sequence-related information and position information when you hover over
the name or sequence, respectively. You can switch the display between nucleotide
and amino acid by change the options in the "Aligment View" in the left control
panel.
Track6: Primer sets

This track is used to display some primer sequences, the gray strip at the bottom is the
sequence of the reference genome, and the color strips at the top correspond to primer
amplification products of various primers. Similarly to Track2, the track displays
according to the start and end areas of Track1. When the mouse is placed over each
primer strip, relevant information will be displayed. Right click and the menu bar will
appear, which provides the functions of copying the sequence of forward and reverse
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primers and adjusting the display area to display the amplification sequence of the
primer or the corresponding forward and reverse primers of the primer strip.
Note: When the mouse moves to the left area of each track, you can right click to
configure the track and control which tracks you want to display.

Non-neutral evolution analysis panel
On-going selection test
This module is used to detect putative positively selected sites. By default, the result of
global tree is given. Users can also recalculate for the tree and region that they are
interested in by filtering the global tree and set calculate region. The calculation may
take some time, please wait patiently. After the calculation is completed, click the
button "Export Table" at the bottom to export the result table. In addition, click the
"Load Default Results" button can reload the default table for global tree.
The following table gives a description for all columns in the result table:
Position
The position of mutation.
Gene
The name of the gene the mutation located in.
Nucl. mut.
Nucleotide mutation
AA mut.
Amino acid mutation
Start time
The time when the mutation was first detected.
Start freq
The start frequency of the mutation.
End/Last time
The mutation fixed time or final sampling time.
End/Last freq
The frequency of the mutation at the mutation fixed time or final
sampling time.
Sel coeff
The selection coefficient.
P-value
P value for linear fitting when calculating selection coefficient.
R-square
R square for linear fitting when calculating selection coefficient.
Export
Click the button in this column to export the data (in days) of the
change in frequency of the mutation since its occurrence.

Reduced rate test
The module is used for detection of slowly evolved strains, suggesting that these strain
specific mutation rate reduce may due to cold chain preservation or other reasons.
Users can set “Time length” and then click the “Calculate” button to screen the long
time no mutation samples in the tree. The following table gives a description for all
columns in the result table:
Isolate

The isolate name of the sample
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Accession
The accession number of the sample
number
Country/region
The country or the region of the sample collected
Province
The province of the sample collected
No mutation
The time period during which the strain did not mutate
[Start, Collection
date]
Time length
Duration of no mutation (days)
FDR corr P
The fdr corrected p-vlaue
Users can click the “Export Table” button to export the results or select the record they
are interested in and click “Mark all selected record in the tree” to mark the
corresponding node in the tree and click “Clear all markers” to remove the marks on
the tree.

Accelerated rate test
This module is used to detect inner branches with accelerated evolution. Users can
select the gene region they are interested in and set the p-value threshold and then click
the “Calculate” button to screen the internal branches with accelerated evolution. The
results will show in the table. The following table gives a description for all columns in
the result table:
CGB ID
CGB ID of the internal branch
Time length
The time length of the internal branch
FDR corr P
The fdr corrected p-vlaue
Accession
The accession number of the two sample under the internal
number
branch
Num of muts
The number of nucleic acid mutation of the internal branch
Nucleic acid mutation of the internal branch
Nt mutations
Amino acid mutation of the internal branch
AA mutations
Start time
The start time of the internal branch
Descendant num
The number of descendant of the internal branch
Users can click the “Export Table” button to export the results, or select the record
they are interested in and click “Mark all selected record in the tree” to mark the
corresponding node in the tree and click “Clear all markers” to remove the marks on
the tree.

Mutation rate based
By calculating the evolution rate of selected samples and the evolution rate of total
samples, this module detects whether there is acceleration or deceleration of evolution
on specific branches. Users can select the samples they are interested in through filter
operation or selection of branches. The module will update the results table in real time
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according to the tree refresh, and give the mutation rate of the current tree and the
mutation rate of the global tree, as well as the p-value and significance of the hypothesis
whether there is acceleration and deceleration. The result table gives the mutation rate
calculation of each gene interval by default. The user can also add calculation interval
that they are interested in, or select the existing records in the table and click "Clear
Selected Record" to clear the unwanted records. In addition, by selecting " To detect
the accelerated evolution due to positive selection " or " To detect the slow-down
evolution due to negative selection ", users can also choose whether to conduct
accelerated evolution detection or decelerated evolution detection.
The following table gives a description for all columns in the result table:
Region
The region that user wants to detect.
Mutation rate for the global tree The mutation rate for the global tree for this
region.
Mutation rate for the current tree The mutation rate for the current tree for this
region.
P-value
The p value of the rate comparison.
Significance
The significance of the result, whether there
exists acceleration or deceleration of evolution
on specific branches.

Tracing panel
Button instruction
Load：File load button. For input of new coronavirus sequences, the input file format
our software supported is Fasta format.
Statement for the file input: The tracing model has two running modes and supports
two types of file. Our software will judge your file format and choose the proper mode.
The first mode: You have to load a file in the fasta format and make sure that it
contains the reference sequence of cov-19 named “NC_045512” and all sequences are
aligned. The In this mode, the software will directly use the tracing algorithm to trace
the nearest node in the tree for the query sequence.
The second mode: You only need to load a file in fasta format and not need to be
aligned. We will remove the gaps in the sequence if there are and add the reference
sequence of cov-19 to the file , then use the new file to conduct sequences alignment
with Mafft(https://mafft.cbrc.jp/alignment/software/). After all this pretreatment, the
tracking algorithm is used for calculation.
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Parameter: You can click the parameter setting button to set parameters. The
parameters current software supporting are "Number of best match", which you can
change to set how many bset matching records should show. The default value of
"Number of best match" is 10.In addition, the sequence alignment software we used is
MAFFT v7.427 (2019/Mar/24) https://mafft.cbrc.jp/alignment/software/.
Analysis: Click the "Analysis" button to run the analysis process. Once the process
starts, the mouse will become await gesture. The gesture returns to normal when the
process has finished.
Clear graphic effects: Click the record in the table, and the Tree display panel will
respond in real time, showing the target's trace path and highlighting it in red. At this
time, you can click the "Clear graphic effects" button to clear the red ones.

Query results
Query: This column is the name of the sequence that had be queried.
Target: This column is the sequence of targets traced in the tree arranged by default in
terms of similarity. The target sequence can be either leaf node or inner node. When it is
a leaf node, it is expressed as "Leaf node name: Sample collection date". When it is an
inner node, the expression is "(name of the first leaf node of the inner node, name of the
last leaf node under the inner node) : date inferred by the node".
Similarity: This column is the similarity of Query sequence and Target sequence.
Mismatch: This column is the number of mismatched bases between Query sequence
and Target sequence.
Difference[query position target]：This column is the difference between Query
sequence and Target sequence. The mutation can be displayed as "the state of query +
the position on the reference genome (1 based)+ the state of target" (for example, T5A
means the position 5 in Query sequence is T, while the position 5 in target sequence in
the tree is A).
Relevant operation：Click the record in the table, the Tree display panel will respond
in real time, showing the target's position in the leaf node and setting the node to the
selected state.
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Local analysis
Build tree from existed tree
1.1 Files preparation
Needed files:
File name
mainDataFile.txt
accessionNumbers.txt
alignedNewSeq.fas

information.txt

File description
The core file that includes the tree, mutation and
associated meta information.
Status information of phylogenetic tree leaf (strain).
The aligned new sequence that you want to append.
Note: you need to include the reference sequence
NC_045512.
The associated meta data for the new sequence.

1.1.1 mainDataFile.txt
The “mainDataFile.txt” is produced by CGB tree building program.
1.1.2 accessionNumbers.txt
The “accessionNumbers.txt” is produced by CGB tree building program.
1.1.3 information.txt
The “information.txt” needs to be prepared by the user according to the following
format.
The format of the information file:
First column: The accession number. The accession number needs to have a
one-to-one correspondence with the name of the SARS-CoV-2 genome sequence in
the alignment file.
Second column: The name of the sample. For example,
“hCoV-19/Wuhan/IVDC-HB-01/2019”.
Third column: The collection date of the sample, the format is year-month-day, such
as 2019-12-30.
Forth column: The country of the sample. Please use a uniform format. For example,
use USA for America, not United States.
Fifth column: The region of the sample. If the sample does not have a region
information, fill in N/A.
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Sixth column: The age of the patient. If the information is lost, fill in N/A. When the
age of the patient is smaller than one, use decimals to represent it and keep one
decimal place. The age of the patient can also be zero, representing the new born.
Seventh column: The gender of the patient. F for female and M for male. If the
information is lost, fill in N/A.
Eighth column: The submission date of the sequence, the format is year-month-date.
If the information is lost or not accurate to the specific date, fill in N/A.
Ninth column: Information of the submitter or submitting unit or sample provider.
Spaces instead of tabs can be used in this column, otherwise it will affect the
identification of the column.
Tenth column: The sample number. The number cannot be repeated and must be at
least greater than the maximum value in the existing tree. It is recommended to use
the value in the interval [10000000, 2147483647] for numbering.
Notes:
⚫ The columns are separated by tabs.
⚫ Do not include parentheses in the name of the region.
⚫ The mainDataFile.txt and accessionNumbers.txt need to be used in pairs.
1.2 Running configuration
Parameter

Necessary

Description

-existedMainDataFile

Yes

The mainDataFile for existed tree.

-existedAccesionNumberFile

Yes

The accessionNumbers file for existed
tree.

-inputData

Yes

The aligned fasta file of the new
sequences to be appended.

-newInforFile

Yes

The information file of the new
sequences to be appended.

-accelerate

No

Whether to accelerate the appending
progress.

-h

No

View the help.

-noti

No

Do not inference the nodes’ time of
the whole tree when accomplishing
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appending all sequences.
-multiT

No

Use multiple threads to accelerate the
nodes' date inference. It takes no
effects when -noti command line
parameter is assigned.

Example：
java -Xmx40g -cp "eGPS_lib/*:./config/plugin/genbrowser_v1.1.jar"
egps.module.ncov.analysis.pipline.BuildTreeFromExistedTree
-existedAccesionNumberFile accessionNumbers.txt -existedMainDataFile
mainDataFile.txt -newInforFile information.txt -accelerate -inputData
"fasta:alignedNewSeq.fas "
Notes:
⚫ After -cp, use “:” to separate library files under Linux and MacOS, use “;” under
Windows. If any further questions, please consult the Java document or IT
department in your institute.
⚫ The JAVA version needs to be highter than 8.0 version, and it is recommended to
directly use the JRE that released with eGPS. The Open JDK is not supported.
⚫ The -cp option needs to include the core package eGPS_xxx.jar,
genbrowser_v1.1.jar and other related dependent libraries.

De novo tree building
1.1 Tree building
1.1.1 Files preparation
Necessary files:
File/Directory
./fas
ref.fasta
information.txt

Optional files:
File
ancesterSequence.tsv
outGroup.fas

File/Directory description
Directory that stores aligned fasta file of
sequences used to build tree.
Fasta file of the reference sequence.
The information file of the new
sequences used to build tree.

File description
The ancestral state.
The aligned fasta for outgroup.

1.1.2 Running configuration
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Parameter

Necessary

Description

-fastaDir

Yes

Directory that stores aligned fasta file of sequences
used to build tree.

-totalInforFile

Yes

The information file of the new sequences used to
build tree.

-targetRegion

Yes

The genome region used to build tree.

-outNwkFile

Yes

The output tree file.

-outTotalInforFi

Yes

The output information file of samples used in tree

le

building, is a subset of the input information file.

-refGenomeFile

Yes

Set the fasta file of the reference genome.

-refGenomeID

No

The ID of the reference genome, the default is
NC_045512.

-ancestorFile

No

Set the ancestor state file.

-fastaFileContai

No

Set the fasta file of outgroup.

-numOfThread

No

Set the number of thread, default is 2.

-h

No

View the help.

nsOutgroup

Example1: If the outer group sequence is not set, the obtained tree is not re-rooted and
cannot be used for subsequent analysis and generate CGB interface files.
java -Xmx40g -cp "eGPS_lib/*:./config/plugin/genbrowser_v1.1.jar"
egps.module.ncov.analysis.pipline.BuildTreeFromScratchCLI -fastaDir ./fas
-numOfThread 3 -outNwkFile testout.nwk -outTotalInforFile testoutinfor.txt
-refGenomeFile ref.fasta -targetRegion 100_29800 -totalInforFile information.txt
Example2: The ancestor state and outgroup sequence are set, and the obtained tree is
re-rooted and can be used for subsequent analysis and generate CGB interface files.
java -Xmx40g -cp "eGPS_lib/*:./config/plugin/genbrowser_v1.1.jar"
egps.module.ncov.analysis.pipline.BuildTreeFromScratchCLI -fastaDir ./fas
-numOfThread 3 -outNwkFile testout.nwk -outTotalInforFile testoutinfor.txt
-refGenomeFile ref.fasta -targetRegion 100_29800 -totalInforFile information.txt
-ancestorFile ancesterSequence.tsv -fastaFileContainsOutgroup outGroup.fas
Notes:
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⚫

⚫
⚫

After -cp, use “:” to separate library files under Linux and MacOS, use “;” under
Windows. If any further questions, please consult the Java document or IT
department in your institute.
The JAVA version needs to be highter than 8, and it is recommended to directly
use the JRE that released with eGPS. The Open JDK is not supported.
The -cp option needs to include the core package eGPS_xxx.jar,
genbrowser_v1.1.jar and other related dependent libraries.

1.2 Subsequent analysis and generate CGB interface files
1.2.1 Files preparation
Needed files:
File/Directory
File/Directory description
./fas
Directory that stores aligned fasta file of
sequences that used in tree building.
ref.fasta
The fasta file of the reference genome.
information.txt
The information file of the sequences in
the tree.
testout.nwk.rerooted.nwk
The re-rooted tree file.
1.2.2 Running configuration
Parameter

Necessary Description

-fastaDir

Yes

Directory that stores aligned fasta file of
sequences that used in tree building.

-totalInforFile

Yes

The information file of the sequences in
the tree.

- inputRerootedTreeFile

Yes

The nwk file of the re-rooted tree.

-refGenomeFile

Yes

Set the fasta file of the reference
genome.

-h

No

View the help.

Example:
java -Xmx40g -cp "eGPS_lib/*:./config/plugin/genbrowser_v1.1.jar"
egps.module.ncov.analysis.pipline.MainAnalysisCLI -fastaDir ./fas -refGenomeFile
ref.fasta -totalInforFile information.txt -inputRerootedTreeFile
testout.nwk.rerooted.nwk
Notes:
⚫ After -cp, use “:” to separate library files under Linux and MacOS, use “;” under
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⚫
⚫

Windows. If any further questions, please consult the Java document or IT
department in your institute.
The JAVA version needs to be highter than 8, and it is recommended to directly
use the JRE that released with eGPS. The Open JDK is not supported.
The -cp option needs to include the core package eGPS_xxx.jar,
genbrowser_v1.1.jar and other related dependent libraries.

Tree sampling
A stratification sample was used to resample large sample evolutionary trees to
produce small samples of evolutionary trees.
1.1 Files preparation
Needed files:
File/Directory
mainDataFile.txt
accessionNumbers.txt

File/Directory description
The interface file of CGB.
The interface file of CGB.

Note: The interface file mainDataFile .txt and accessionNumbers.txt should be
matching.
Example:
java -Xmx6g -cp "eGPS_lib/*:./config/plugin/genbrowser_v1.1.jar"
egps.module.ncov.analysis.pipline.SampleTree mainDataFile.txt
accessionNumbers.txt
Notes:
⚫ After -cp, use “:” to separate library files under Linux and MacOS, use “;” under
Windows. If any further questions, please consult the Java document or IT
department in your institute.
⚫ The JAVA version needs to be highter than 8.0, and it is recommended to directly
use the JRE that released with eGPS. Please note that the OpenJDK is not
supported.
⚫ The -cp option needs to include the core package eGPS_xxx.jar,
genbrowser_v1.1.jar and other related dependent libraries.
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Part 8: eGPS plug-ins
Nwk2CGBnwk
The plugin is primarily used to convert nwk format tree to interface files for the
"Coronavirus GenBrowser" plug-in, so that users can use the "Coronavirus
GenBrowser" plug-in to visualize any self-built evolution trees, especially the ones
with large sample size and cannot be visualized by other software.
1 File preparation
(1) treeFile
A tree in nwk format.
(2) infoFile
A file to provide meta information for the samples in treeFile, including the
following columns. The information needs to be arranged in the following order
and be separated by tabs.
Accession number
Strain name
Collection date
Country
Province
Age
Gender
Submission date
Institution
Index

Required
Required
Must in format “yyyy-mm-dd”
Required
Can be empty
Fill in N/A when null
Fill in F for women and M for men. If the
information is null, fill in N/A.
Must in format“yyyy-mm-dd“
Fill in N/A when null
Must be unique and be numeric

2 Instructions for “nwk2CGBnwk” plug-in
(1) Place the ‘nwk2CGBnwk .jar’ file under the /config/plugin directory.

(2) Run eGPS and you can find the “Nwk to CGB nwk“ module under the “Plug-ins”
menu bar.
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(3) Click to enter the following interface.

(4) Generate info file
If there is only a tree file but no real meta information, you can use this function to
generate a fake Info file for ”Nwk to CGB nwk”.
Parameter description:
Tree file: A tree file in the nwk format
Output path: The output path of the generated fake Info file. The output file is named
as “Info.txt“.
(5) Nwk to CGB nwk
Convert a tree in the ordinary nwk format to a tree that CGB can read and visualize,
interface files (mainDataFile.txt and accessionNumbers.txt) will be exported.
Parameter description:
Tree file: A tree file in the nwk format
Info file: A file containing the meta information. The file needs to meet the format
description in "1" and if there is no real meta information, you can use "Generate info
file" to generate a fake information file.
Output path: The output path of the output files. Two files, mainDataFile.txt and
accessionNumbers.txt, will be generated.
(6) Package the mainDataFile.txt and accessNumbers.txt into a .zip file and the
compressed file can be imported into the "Coronavirus GenBrowser" plug-in for
visualization.

Note：
1. Trees generated by “Nwk2CGBnwk” plug-in only support the display mode of
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“Branch length” in the “Coronavirus GenBrowser” plug-in, which can be set in
the “Branch display” panel. The “Nwk2CGBnwk” plug-in generated tree will no
more support the “Time” display mode and time for all internal nodes is assigned
to 2019-11-30 by default, which does not represent the infer time.
2. Trees generated by “Nwk2CGBnwk” plug-in can be visualized using the
“Coronavirus GenBrowser” plug-in and visualization operations such as
annotation, staining are all supported. Filtering and searching operations are also
supported if real meta information is provided when conducting the nwk file.
3. All mutation information in the “Nwk2CGBnwk” generated tree is marked
N100N by default, which is not the real information. Various analytical operations
for mutation information is no longer supported.

sampleCGBTree
The plugin is primarily used to generate sampling trees for "Coronavirus
GenBrowser" plugin. When the sample size is too large and exceed the amount that
the computer configuration can support to visualize, you can use this plug-in to
generate a sampling tree with appropriate sample size and also containing the nodes
you need for subsequent analysis.
1 File preparation
（1）mainDataFile.txt and accessionNumbers.txt
The interface files of “Coronavirus GenBrowser” plug-in. The mainDataFile.txt
and accessionNumbers.txt need to be provided in pairs and packaged into a ".zip"
compressed file.
（2）mutstSampleNode.txt
A file that stores the CGB IDs of the nodes that must be extracted, one on a row,
which can be CGB IDs for leaf nodes or internal nodes. When the CGB ID is for
an internal node, the entire clade corresponding to the internal node will be
extracted. If there is no must sample nodes, an empty file can be provided.
2 Instructions for “sampleCGBTree” plug-in
（1）Place the ‘sampleCGBTree.jar’ file under the /config/plugin directory.

（2）Run eGPS and you can find the “SampleCGBTree“ module under the “Plug-ins”
menu bar.
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（3）Click to enter the following interface.

Parameter description:
Interface file：Interface file for the “Coronavirus GenBrowser” plug-in, is a .zip
compressed file that includes mainDataFile.txt and accessNumbers.txt.
Must sample clades：A ”mutstSampleNode.txt” format file.
Sample percentage：Sampling scale, a decimal between (0,1].
（4）Click the “Calculate” button
After the button is clicked, the calculation will start. There will be a progress bar
displayed below the software during the calculation process, and a message box will
prompt "Output successfully" when the calculation is completed. The interface files of
the sample tree will be output to the directory where the imported interface file is
located and suffix ".sampled.v2.0.txt".

inferMutation
The plugin is used to infer mutations on the evolutionary tree according to the
principle of parsimony under the condition that the sequence alignment and tree
topology of the tree are known.
1 File preparation
（1）Tree file
A tree file in the nwk format.
（2）Modified fasta file
A modified fasta file, in which the sequence information satisfies the format of the
fasta file. The file needs to contain the sequence of all the samples in the tree file
and the name of the sequences should be consistent with the names in the tree.
Different from the common fasta file, a line to specify the reference sequence
information like "#reference=ref" should be added to the header of the file, in
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which “ref” is the name of the reference sequence. Also, the sequences in the file
need to be aligned. The mutation inference supports mutations of the indel type.
2 Instructions for “inferMutation” plug-in
(1) Place the ‘inferMutation.jar’ file under the /config/plugin directory.

(2) Run eGPS and you can find the “InferMutation“ module under the “Plug-ins”
menu bar.

(3) Click to enter the following interface.

(4) Parameter description:
Tree file：A tree file in nwk format.
Modified fasta file：A modified fasta file and details in the “File preparation” part.
Output file：The file to store the results.
(5) Click the “Calculate” button
After the button is clicked, the calculation will start. There will be a progress bar
displayed below the software during the calculation process, and a message box will
prompt "Output successfully" when the calculation is completed.
(6) Description of the output
 First part: The inference results for each site.
The state of each site at each node on the tree is inferred, and the leaves are
labeled the actual state of the sequence.
First line: Position description.
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Second line: The parsimony score for each state.
Third line: States that appear on this position, show as “state + position”.
Forth line: The state of the root on this position.
Fifth line: The state of the reference genome on this position.
From the sixth line：That state information for each node on the tree on this position.
The first column is the name, real name for a leaf, empty for an inner node. The
second column is the index number of the node. The third column is the state of the
node on this position.
Example：
This is the results of polymorphic site in position: 1
Min parsimony score: [3, 2]
States are: [T1, A1]
Root state is: A1
refGenomeState: A1
0 A1
1 A1
seq1 2 T1
3 A1
4 A1
seq2 5 T1
seq3 6 A1
7 A1
8 A1
seq6 9 A1
seq7 10 A1
11 A1
seq4 12 A1
seq5 13 A1
ref 14 A1
 Part two: Summary of mutations on each branch of the tree.
This part is started with “Summary” and gives the mutation information of each
branch and the tree topology.
Each row of mutation information includes the current node index number, the
child node index number, and the mutations of the current node.
The tree topology part gives the relationship between the node index numbers.
Before “||” is the index number and corresponding name of the parent node, and the
inner node has only the index number and no name. After “||” are the index numbers
and corresponding names of the child nodes. Child nodes are separated by ";".
Example：
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Summary:=====================================================
ID: 1 children ID: 2,3 []
ID: 2 children ID:
[A1T]
ID: 3 children ID: 4,7 [A3T]
ID: 4 children ID: 5,6 [A2T]
ID: 5 children ID:
[A1T]
ID: 6 children ID:
[]
ID: 7 children ID: 8,11 []
ID: 8 children ID: 9,10 [A5T]
ID: 9 children ID:
[A4T]
ID: 10 children ID: []
ID: 11 children ID: 12,13
[A4T]
ID: 12 children ID: [A2T]
ID: 13 children ID: []
ID: 14 children ID: []
step and count: 8 8
Tree toplogy is :
0
|| 1
; 14 ref ;
1
|| 2 seq1
; 3
;
2 seq1
||
3
|| 4
; 7
;
4
|| 5 seq2
; 6 seq3
;
5 seq2
||
6 seq3
||
7
|| 8
; 11
;
8
|| 9 seq6
; 10 seq7
;
9 seq6
||
10 seq7
||
11
|| 12 seq4
; 13 seq5
;
12 The
seq4
eGPS||
also provides some APIs for plugin developers and bioinformaticians.
13
seq5
||
This section is intended for users who use JAVA as their primary programming
14 ref ||
language.

Part 9：The eGPS API

API for drawing evolutionary tree in rectangular layout
Class FastSingleTreeVisulizer
•

java.lang.Object
• egps.module.evoltree.graphics.FastSingleTreeVisulizer

Class description：This class is used for quick visualization of the evolutionary tree.
To use the API, you only need to pass the root node.
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Field Summary：
Modifier and Type
static boolean

Method Summary：
Modifier and Type
static <T extends
egps.module.evoltree.treelightmodel.Ev
olNode>
javax.swing.JPanel
static <T extends
egps.module.evoltree.treelightmodel.Ev
olNode>
javax.swing.JPanel
static <T extends
egps.module.evoltree.treelightmodel.Ev
olNode>
javax.swing.JPanel

Method Detail：
plotTree
public static <T extends
egps.module.evoltree.treelightmodel.Ev
olNode> javax.swing.JPanel

Field and Description
showJFrame
：whether to show the JFrame or not

Method and Description
plotTree(T root, java.lang.String title,
java.awt.Dimension dim)

plotTree(T root, java.lang.String title,
java.awt.Dimension dim,
egps.module.evoltree.graphics.OneNodeDr
awer<T> drawer)
plotTree(T root, java.lang.String title,
java.awt.Dimension dim,
egps.module.evoltree.graphics.OneNodeDr
awer<T> drawer,
java.util.function.Consumer<java.awt.Grap
hics2D> beforeDrawingProcedure)

plotTree(T root, java.lang.String title,
java.awt.Dimension dim,
egps.module.evoltree.graphics.OneNodeDr
awer<T> drawer,
java.util.function.Consumer<java.awt.Grap
hics2D> beforeDrawingProcedure)

Type Parameters:
T -：Class that implements the EvolNode interface.
Parameters:
root -：The root node of the evolutionary tree to draw.
title -：The title of the JFrame.
dim - : The size of the interface that draws the evolutionary tree.
drawer - : Drawing operations for each node.
beforeDrawingProcedure - : Other drawing operations before painting the evolutionary tree.
Returns:
A JPanel with the evolutionary tree drawn.

plotTree
public static <T extends

plotTree(T root, java.lang.String title,
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egps.module.evoltree.treelightmodel.Ev
olNode> javax.swing.JPanel

java.awt.Dimension dim,
egps.module.evoltree.graphics.OneNodeDr
awer<T> drawer)

Type Parameters:
T -：Class that implements the EvolNode interface.
Parameters:
root -：The root node of the evolutionary tree to draw.
title -：The title of the JFrame.
dim - : The size of the interface that draws the evolutionary tree.
drawer - : Drawing operations for each node.
Returns:
A JPanel with the evolutionary tree drawn.

plotTree
public static <T extends
plotTree(T root, java.lang.String
egps.module.evoltree.treelightmodel.EvolNode> title, java.awt.Dimension dim)
javax.swing.JPanel
Type Parameters:
T -：Class that implements the EvolNode interface.
Parameters:
root -：The root node of the evolutionary tree to draw.
title -：The title of the JFrame.
dim - : The size of the interface that draws the evolutionary tree.
Returns:
A JPanel with the evolutionary tree drawn.

Examples：
1.

String nwkString = "((a:1,c:3.5)n1:4,(b:2,d:3)n2:3)root:1";

2.

TreeDecoder treeDecoder = new TreeDecoder();

3.

/* An evolutionary tree can be encoded with parentheses notation, and
the standard nwk(nh) format does not define the name of the inner node, which is
supported here and can be passed to the name attribute.*/

4.

EvolNode rootNode = treeDecoder.decode(nwkString);

5.
6.

// Call the plotTree() method with 3-parameter

7.

JPanel plotTree1 = plotTree(rootNode, "Test", new Dimension(600, 600));

8.
9.

// Call the plotTree() method with 4-parameter

10.

JPanel plotTree2 = plotTree(rootNode, "Test", new Dimension(600, 600), (
g2d, node) -> {

11.

int xSelf = (int) node.getXSelf();

12.

int ySelf = (int) node.getYSelf();

13.
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14.

if (node.getChildCount() == 0) {

15.

g2d.drawString(node.getName(), xSelf + 9, ySelf + 5);

16.

}

17.
18.
19.

g2d.fillOval(xSelf - 4, ySelf - 4, 8, 8);
});

20.
21.

// Call the plotTree() method with 5-parameter

22.

JPanel plotTree3 = plotTree(rootNode, "Test", new Dimension(600, 600), (
g2d, node) -> {

23.

int xSelf = (int) node.getXSelf();

24.

int ySelf = (int) node.getYSelf();

25.
26.

if (node.getChildCount() == 0) {

27.

g2d.drawString(node.getName(), xSelf + 9, ySelf + 5);

28.

}

29.
30.
31.

g2d.fillOval(xSelf - 4, ySelf - 4, 8, 8);
}, g2d -> {

32.

g2d.drawString("This is the string before whole process width is 600
", 10, 20);

33.

});

Modify the drawer parameter can get a desired visual effect, here is an example of
adding an image annotation:
1.

String nwkString = "((a:1,c:3.5)n1:4,(b:2,d:3)n2:3)root:1";

2.

TreeDecoder treeDecoder = new TreeDecoder();

3.

EvolNode rootNode = treeDecoder.decode(nwkString);

34.

// Call the plotTree() method with 5-parameter and add a picture

4.

File input = new File("C:\\Users\\Desktop\\temp\\pongo.jpg");

5.

BufferedImage picture = ImageIO.read(input);

6.
7.

JPanel plotTree5 = plotTree(rootNode, "Test", new Dimension(600, 600), (
g2d, node) -> {

8.
9.

int xSelf = (int) node.getXSelf();

10.

int ySelf = (int) node.getYSelf();

11.

g2d.setFont(new Font(null,Font.PLAIN,25));

12.

if (node.getChildCount() == 0) {

13.
14.

g2d.drawString(node.getName(), xSelf + 9, ySelf + 5);
}

15.
16.
17.

if ("b".equals(node.getName())) {
g2d.drawImage(picture, xSelf+20, ySelf-20, 50,50, null);
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18.

}

19.
20.

g2d.fillOval(xSelf - 4, ySelf - 4, 8, 8);

21.

}, g2d -> {

22.

g2d.drawString("This is the string before whole process width is 600
", 10, 20);

23.

});

Rendering effect：
Before

After

Part 10: update records
V1.01
New features:
1. Increase Alignment View export format, now we support ClustW/ GCG(MSF)/
MEGA/PAML/ PHYLIP.
2. Add new module geneToAlignment, reconstruct the codes of geneToAlignment/
geneToDistance/ geneToGenetree.
3. Update user manual.
4. Add Log.
5. Add new module multiple sequence aligner which package two programs :
ClustalW and Mafft.
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6. Add new options when obtaining alignment, calculate Genetic distance and infer
phylogenetic tree from gene symbol: 1. whole gene body length 2. exons 3.
introns 4. coding sequence 4. 4-fold degenerate sites
7. Add new options for Genetic distance: The transversion rate. When obtaining
alignment of 4-fold degenerate sites, 4DTv rates (the rate of transversion at
fourfold degenerate sites) could be computed.
Fixed bug:
1. considered gene regions not wok for exons.
2. For swingx jar library: JXTaskPanel in MAC OS is grey.
3. Alignemnt View display problem.
4. These are two dialog when files in Recent file have been deleted.
5. When save GeneToGeneticDist file in distance viewer, the number of OUT is not
correct.

V1.0.2
New features:
1. Genetic distance viewer module adds new display mode of heat map for enhanced
visualization, and support for exporting vector graphics.
2. In alignment viewer module, exporting NEXUS format file is supported.
3. For alignment viewer module, loading large file in short time is permitted.
4. In the evolution analysis, add new features to jump between modules, for example:
from the Alignment viewer to the Distance viewer and the Tree viewer.
5. Provides green, free installation version for MAC OS.
Fixed bug:
1. Fix the Neuxs file format parse problem, now supports tree and data block.
2. In the history root node, when you click the right mouse button to mark, a null
pointer error occurs.
3. When dragging an error file, two dialogs will pop up twice.
4. When the MSA is exported to, for example, the Phylip file format, since the
officially defined format is that the sequence noun cannot exceed 12 characters, it is
now changed to a loose format.
5. Some data is not suitable for DEG-MassSpecturm module to analyze, add a dialog
to tell users.
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V1.0.3
New features:
1. Display the information of the imported file on the information area. Data types
include Multiple sequences (MS), Genetic distance (DIST), Phylogenetic tree (TREE),
NEXUS, and Population history model (SIMU).
2. Multiple genetic distance matrixes can be calculated by resampling (bootstrap) and
exported for bootstrap analysis.
3. Build genome tree directly from VCF files.
4. Replace OTU names in the tree viewer module with batch mode.
5. Ambiguous nucleotide bases (Nucleotide ambiguity code) are considered when
calculating the genetic distance. Two options (i.e. ambiguous base as gap / ambiguous
base with equal possibility) are provided.
6. When importing multiple MSA files of the same type, batch operations are
supported. 1) Multiple alignment viewer modules will be opened up and other
subsequent analysis can be employed respectively; 2) When using the
multiple-sequence aligner, all fasta files will be aligned.
Fixed bug:
1. A green portable version (i.e. zip package) on the windows system.
2. The robustness of the MAP analysis is enhanced.
3. Fixed a problem with the SNJ tree reconstruction method.
4. Fixed the NaN problem in distance view model.

V1.0.4
New features:
1. Added highly interactive heatmap module.
2. Added editor module which allows to open large text file.
3. When exporting file successfully, all the software modules record the saved file
path.
4. For each module's tab page, add a close button when module is not focused.
5. The alignment viewer module adds the Layout parameter bar and adds the
InterLeaved layout.
6. During the software initializing, the eGPS logo will be displayed.
Fixed bug:
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1. After clicking Apply and Close in Preferences, the data is not refreshed.
2. When the import file has no information to display, clicking on the rectangle box in
the data area will incorrectly load the information on the information area.
3. The module of VCFTools can’t input decimals in the Max missing and HWE box.

V1.0.5
New features:
1. Add Venn diagram painting module, including data input panel, traditional Venn
diagram and Upset diagram.
2. Adjust the behavior after the Build tree button, the parameters are placed in the
corresponding tab instead of global setting panel (Preference).
3. Add global font setting options, currently supports partial font changes.
4. Replace new icons in the Toolbar to express meanings clearer.
5. For UTF-8 encoded text files, when the suffixes do not match our standard, add the
function of determining the format based on its content. The first successfully judged
format will be assigned as current format.
6. Added editor module capable of opening large text file.
Fixed bugs:
1. When using the heat map module and the row names are not displayed, the legend
will stick to cells.
2. VCF snapshot button on TOOLS is enabled incorrectly.
3. The control panel of the heat map is not all visible on some computers.
4. The result of KMeans++ algorithm will be random in heatmap module.

V1.6
New features:
1. The data panel displays more detailed basic information about the data format,
making it smarter to determine the data type.
2. Added the MA Plot module, which supports displaying the scatter plot of the
original data and the scatter plot after log transformation.
3. Added the function of ringing in the heat map.
4. Added Alignment trimmer module.
5. Added VCF to SNP data module.
6. Added Stairway plot module.
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7. Improve the plug-in mechanism, and add a tutorial on how to develop eGPS
plug-ins in eclipse.
Fixed bugs:
1. Text editor fixes the problem that continuous search cannot be performed.
2. The text editor has added a monospace font, which makes it easy to view MSA
data.

V1.7
New features:
1. Added Classic skyline plot module.
2. Added Bed Merger module, providing the function of merge records in one or more
Bed files.
3. Add an Initialize button in Alignment Trimmer module to help users select a
sequence as a reference sequence.
4. Make a modification to make all modules independent. Transform the module that
need user to drag the file into the main interface to open into a module that can be
opened independently. Enables users to quickly find the required functions they need
in the iTools menu bar.
5. Update the Coronavirus GenBrowser 1.0 plug-in with the following new functions:
(1) Add a non-neutral evolution analysis panel
(2) Add information of mutation type and first submitter to the tooltip in mutation
frequency bar.
(3) Add a new View Position function to the Genome Browser panel. Users can
zoom in on the position you want to view by right click.
(4) Make a modification to the way realize zoom in and zoom out.
Fixed bugs:
1. When processing VCF files, merging overlapping BED records before using
include Bed and exclude Bed functions.

V1.8
New features:
1. Added reduced-rate-test and accelerated-rate-test modules for CGB plug-in.
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2. CGB binary nomenclature was supported in this version.

V1.9
New features:
1. Improved the plug-in development guide and added a step-by-step
development example.
2. Fixed the problems in the Venn diagram module and added a Plain text info
panel in this module.
3. Added Tanglegram module to compare two trees.
4. Added a calculate distance matrix button in Maf operator module.
5. Updated the Coronavirus GenBrowser plug-in, fixed the display problem of
amino acid mutations of frameshift mutations.

V1.10
New features:
CGB provides the Visual Effects panel, and users can adjust the parameters of the
interface acceleration.
Fixed bugs:
Fixed errors with exported SVG files and added option to export EPS vector graphics.
Fixed memory issues with CGB lineage tracking and optimized speed.

V1.11
New features:
1. CGB provides data import options, users can view the data version they are
interested in.
2. CGB provides an analysis process of local data, users can add their own data to
existing data, or use their own data to generate CGB interface files.

V1.12
New features:
1. Performance optimization for CGB by reducing the memory consumption
required for operation.
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2. To improve the network transmission speed, the CGB data format version is
optimized and the interface file size is reduced through a high compression ratio
compression algorithm.
3. Optimize the analysis process of adding a new sequence to the existing tree by
CGB to improve the running speed.
Fixed bugs:
Fix the export problem of saving the result of the Eheatmap module as vector
diagram.

V1.13
New features:
1. The CGB provides new “Identification of non-mutated path” panel, users can
identify and highlight the non-mutated nodes with the same sequence as the target
node (identify by CGB ID).
2. The CGB provides a sample function, and users can sample the big tree and get a
small scale of data.
Fixed bugs:
Fix the import problem of the CGB that File Chooser cannot identify the suffix.

V1.14
New features:
1. Optimize the analysis process for the CGB to add a new sequence to an existed
CGB tree.
Fixed bugs:
Fix the instability problem of date manipulation in the CGB.

V1.15
New features:
1. Use multiple threads to accelerate the nodes' date inference of CGB.
2. Update the logo of CGB.
Fixed bugs:
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Fix the error output of “All mutations from root” column in the “Export leaf
information” of CGB.

V1.16
New features:
1. Add a user guide interface in eGPS.
2. Add Back mutations presenter module.
3. Add Date time calculator module.
4. Add String set operator module.
5. Add the option of importing online sampling data in CGB.
6. Optimize the response speed of the right-click menu of the “Tree display panel”
in CGB.
7. Use multiple threads to accelerate the process of adding a new sequence to an
existing tree.
8. Accelerate the initial loading process of CGB by changing the updates of “Allele
freq” in “Genome browser”panel to an active event. Users can refresh the data of
“Allele freq” by click the function “Refresh mutation freq” in the right click
menu of “Tree display panel” or “Genome browser” panel.
Fixed bugs:
Fix the problem that the results of “Plain text info” panel in the “Venn diagram”
module cannot be saved.

V1.17
New features:
1. Add Genomic mutation presenter module.
2. Change the color scheme of the Alignment viewer module.
3. Add the functionality of visualizing sample or internal node mutations in CGB.
Fixed bugs:
1. Fix the color rendering problem in Alignment viewer module.
2. Fix problem of underestimate the effective length of the genome in the Build tree
module when build tree from VCF file/files.
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V1.18
New features:
1. Add sampleCGBTree plug-in.
2. Add nwk2CGBnwk plug-in.
3. Optimize the analysis pipeline for the CGB to add a new sequence to an existed
CGB tree.
Fixed bugs:
Fix the problem that the backmutation highlight feature of CGB can only display one
backmutation index number.

V1.19
New features:
1. A greatly optimized CGB version with faster loading speeds and lower memory
requirements.
2. Add inferMutation plug-in.
3. New eGPS splash screen.

V1.20
New features:
1. Optimize and accelerate the analysis pipeline for the CGB to add a new sequence to
an existed CGB tree.
2. Provide an API for drawing evolutionary tree in rectangular layout. Users can invoke
this API independently in IDEs such as Eclipse. This method is suitable for users who
use JAVA as the main programming language.
Fixed bugs:
Fix the problem that the “Tree view” related modules cannot be saved as pdf.

V1.21
New features:
1. Optimize the variation mark system of CGB to make sure that the sequence
alignment can be completely recovered by the mutation process.
2. Accelerate the analysis pipeline for the CGB to add a new sequence to an existed
CGB tree.
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3. Add more data import modes to the "Genomic mutation presenter" module. The
module now can support fasta file and file with cumulative mutation information in
the mutation information setting part. See user manual for details or launch the
module in eGPS desktop to see examples.
4. Optimize the tree visualization of CGB.

Appendix: Frequently Asked Questions
1. Is the eGPS open source? Is it charged?
The eGPS provides Plugin development support. Plugin developers own full credits
for their plugins. The eGPS is free to use.
2. When I installed eGPS Desktop, there was a prompting from an anti-virus software:
"The software you downloaded contains a virus". What is going on?
We recommend shutting down all anti-virus software before installing eGPS Desktop.
eGPS Desktop is a security software that does not contain any malicious programs
that infringe your computer.
3. I feel that this software may have bugs, or it does not have the features I need and I
want to get help or response quickly. How to do?
Please join our QQ group or send an email.
4. The free-install version of the Mac OS operating system shows risks, and
sometimes there are some problems even if the risk is ignored while running. What
should I do?
Please believe that eGPS is a non-toxic and safe software. If there is a problem when
executing analysis procedures, we recommend starting eGPS as follows. Right-click
the software → Click Show Package Contents → enter the Contents directory → enter
the MacOS directory → double-click the executable file.
5. What should I do if I want to analyze big data and increase the memory allocated
for software?
For Mac OS:
Right-click the software → Click Show Package Contents → enter the Contents
directory → enter the Resources directory → Use the editing software to open the
script file and adjust the -Xmx parameter. For example - Xmx8g.
For Windows:
Open the.bat file and adjust the -Xmx parameter. Double click the bat file to launch
the software.
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Glossary
Multiple sequence alignment (MSA)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Multiple_sequence_alignment
A multiple sequence alignment (MSA) is a sequence alignment of three or more
biological sequences, generally protein, DNA, or RNA.
Aligned fasta file
A fasta format (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/FASTA_format) file that contains
aligned multiple sequences.
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